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M E M B E R m
ON BUDGET
Mr, Grotc Stirling, M.P., Deals Chiefly 
With Matters Concerning The 
' ]p>'ruit Industry
, v; Mr._ Grotc Stirling, MiP. for Yale, 
particijiatcd <j;l Thursday, Ap»il 16th, 
in the debate on the Budget, speaking 
at considerable length. A ' copy , of 
‘'HanSard," now to hand, contain.s the 
full text of his siiecch, but our avail­
able space 'will permit reproduc­
tion only of that pbrtipn of it con- 
ccnicd with the poultry and fruit indus­
tries, the hitter of whieli naturally 
formed tha main subject of his remarks. 
Mr.nStirling further dealt in a gf:ncrai 
way with the tariff policy of the gov­
ernment and put forward the claims 
for protection against foreign competi­
tion Of the coal mining and other indua- 
trieis carried on in his constituency. He 
also referred to certaih cases of un­
fair incidence of the sales tax, and clos­
ed with a Strong denunciation of alleg- 
„ cd tactics of the Liberal organizer dur­
ing the Yale by-election.
FRATERNAL CARD LEAGUE
W INDS UP S^CASOl^
Pleasant Evening Is Spent With Cardi 
Tournament And Music
Members of the Fraternal Gat'd 
League completed their winter prog­
ramme by holding a card tournament 
and entertainment in the Oddfellows' 
Hall on Monday evening. Players whol
had represented the S.O.E., I.O.O.F. 
V. in ■
five- hundr4'^».^Vcfli,bagi7
n t
and Q.W.V ,̂A the card league par-
hiticipated in the cdmpctitioiis for w ist,)
LOCAL MASONS 
ENTERTAIN 
AT SOCIAL!
STEEL IS NEARING
Gr a n d e  p r a ir ie
Track May Be Laid To Kelowna Byll, • ---------fcginning Of July
Good progress is being; made with 
the laying of stecl on tl|c C.N.R. Ok­
anagan branch linc.^At last accounts.
Ladies Invade Precincts Of ^Lodge the track was within a few' miles of 
Room For First Time In Twenty Grande Prairie, and the woirk is pro-
'gressing at the rate of one to one and 
onc-hgif miles per day.Years
EASTER EXAM. 
RESULTS AT 
HIGH SCHOOL
Names Of Pupils Who Obtained An 
Average Of More Than Fifty 
Per Cent
! —T- I. construction of bridges,
the highest indi viduai scores'being "a-1 Thursday evening a pleasant in- jt is hopeU by the chgiilccrs that it will
warded as follows: novation in local Masonic practice took! be possible to reach Kelowna with the
Whist: first, Mr. C. Scholl; second, 
Mr. F. Tutt,
The following pupils, whose names 
arc given in order of merit, obtained an
the form of a concert and dance to I steel some time carlj^ in July. Of|avcragc of more than SO'per cent of
which thd members of St. George’s course the line must be trued up and I the possible marks at the recent Easter 
Five Hundred: Tirst, Mr. T. G r i f f i t h ' a n d  their lady friends had been pi**fisted before operation of , trains can examinations held at the Kelowna High 
second, Mr, T. V. Ablctt. 'j  invited. The concert was held in the begin, and this will take some considr School
 ̂ Cribtage; fi^st, Mr. A. Gibb; second, dance in thcprablc time, but there is no reason toi Grade XL (Matriculation)
Mr. G. W. gunningham. . P '®  and,^ as each member suppose that commonc^^^  ̂ Marjorie A b e rd t^  Eleanor Palmer,_1*.. __ xL. _   _. ■ r' ‘r ' • I nt*rtllorrif r\f I Collin I* .QOfViri' txri II Kr*' rinlntm/l In flint* I .• •••• * — . . *
}_1 take it that all of those in this 
House who so frequently refer to a de­
sirable policy which will enable Canad- 
' i^n inijustrics to supply Canadian needs 
will be in favour of such .assistance to 
Canadian industries that they may have 
' a  reasonable opportunity of filling Can­
adian needs, why should the poultry- 
men not supply every egg that is re­
quired in .Canada and then have a con- 
isidcrable quantity for export purposes?
- In that regard I want to quote a sent­
ence or two from the Summcrland Re­
view of Marqh ,19. There are many 
poultry interests throughout the Okan- 
 ̂agan valley, the Similkamecn Valley 
, and Grand Forks district, and this voic­
es the interests of the poultry men:
, ; “Poultry farmers who have been in­
terviewed by the Poultry Husbandry 
dcpartmeht of the University of British 
Columbia declare Vehemently that lip-, 
less some measures are taken by the 
Dominion government to prevent the 
influx of cheap Chinese and American 
eggs of the lower grades into Canada,
; disaster threatens a large ^number of 
men who have their capital and exper- 
kiice tied up in the poultry industry In 
Britiish Columbia. • ■ •
“Recent considerable importations of 
Chinese and American eggs into Can­
ada disrupted the . eastern Canadian 
market for the British Columbia men 
in the industry,'it is claimed.
“While the slump this year came 
one month later than in 1924; the situ­
ation is now more critical, it is assert- 
• edj> because of the pirevailing high feed 
prices, and is only a manifestation of 
the general situation existing in Canada 
since the United States imposed a duty 
of eight cents a dozen'on all eggs going 
into the country, while the United Stat­
es eggs enter Canada for three cents a 
dozen.
^ “The argument is advanced by some 
at Ottawa that Canadian poultry men 
do not produce enough eggs to supply 
the demand in this country. 'It is poin­
ted out by Prof. E. A. Lloyd, of the 
Poultry Husbandry department of the 
University of British Columbia, that 
. this is true, and it Will always be so 
if Canadian poultrymen do not receive 
greater encouragement and support for 
increased production. The necessary 
confidence and faith in the industry is 
lacking and the situation calls for 
strong united action among the B.C. 
poultrymen, he says."
I waiU to read two clauses from that 
same pajicr, which were reprinted from 
tke Vancouver Sun, because they bear 
on the whole situation;
"The United States, say reports from 
Washington, will place further tariffs 
on farm produce.
“In brief, the Coolidgc administration 
proposes to give American farmers the 
same protection for their home market 
as has been accorded to American man-, 
ufacturers.
“After the home market has been 
supplied at protected prices. Ujiitcd 
 ̂ States proposes to dump her surplus in­
to any foreign country that will allow 
it.
“Before it is everlastingly too late, 
Canada must wake tin to the fact that 
Canadian markets have got to be pro­
tected for Canadian workmen.
“This Dominion can be made the 
dumping ground for English. American 
or European products only at the ex­
pense of Canadian wage-earners. And 
the price Canada pays for crnmpim' 
•wage-earners is depopulation and stag­
nation.”
Folipwini 
ments an 
shield won
the Icakuc,
tributeq by Messrs. C,
Griffith, P. Holes, C. Gowen 
Gawn,
ers were cdh- uic-.fivLasicr ot tnci wu nu: ^ l̂aue ijeiweeii'ivcio
'Whitchorn T. welcomed the ladies aiujlh*^ Vernon has practically been
W  and Caot I a n d  introduced W. Bro. B. p.j completed outside of removal of a 
''Boyce, the first Master of the L o d g e , r o c k  slidfi a few miles south of
Capt. Gawn and F. Hill in ducts andl ^ V  afterwards acted 
solos on their mandolin-banjos wcrelJv*^ evening s entertainment.
Kenzie.
. Grade X,
as chairman “of I Vernon, on Long Lake, and one of thcl Br^wn.^OTdoii^HaH 
eat. W., B,o. famps n>°vcd to the Lumby w . S ^  Lucas,
SONS OP ENGLAND
- VISIT KAMLOOPS!
Local Brethren Celebrate St. Gcorftc'a 
Day With Maple Leaf Lodge.
I Attending one of the most success­
ful •banquets ever attempted in Kam
RA U Y W G H tL 
GUffiES AND : 
BROWNIES
a ; , ' s . - 5 - S 3 - “ . s  " " ' s r -  ■ t , " . " ' . * — 'to the northern city on Thursday as I Ke*owna District Numbero One
Hundred And Fiiftyguests of Maple Leaf Lodge, Kam­
loops, in return for a visit to Kelowna
last fall by the Kamloops brethren. 
The occasion was the celebration of (Contributed)
not only St. George’s Day but two oU
the most notable anniversaries in BrithI « *}> the Scout Hall on Sat-
ish history, the second battle of Yprc.s, ^
1915, and the raid on Zeebrugge by na- I?**, the Guides
val forces led by the obsolete cruiWr Kelowna District,
Vindictive, which: resulted in the bot- u  inc udes two Guide cmnpanics
in Kelowna,
irth of
htcrary landmarks in' British history and one Brownie pack 7n
were httingly observed. I '̂■̂ “and, one Brownie puck in Okana-
thug of the submarine base. *1 r'..; , - 7 —
also the anniversary of the b   Lrownio
Shakespeare, so that naval, military and I Jiast Kelowna, one Guido
■ i t
greatly appreciated and were compclled ®®̂ *̂ ? welcomed the ladies, rc-M»»c. which is being put in shape for Dexter •LewerV Eunice Sloan, Kath-  ̂
to relidcv iscvcral encores. | I niarking that all were pleased to of the rails. Icon Ryan, Ida Wilson, Joan Foster
......  ■! f  J* U.C ----- Campbdl, Annie Curie, Ricb:FRANKFORT, Germany, April aO.r^^l^ty years for them 4o receive ari PRINCE OF WALES Pore, Fred Williams and Ahna
By a narrow vptc, the City Council to visit the Lodge, but he ARRIVES AT CAPE TOWN Cooper (equal), Marjorie ChapltU.
has decided to^hblish all monarchistic fj’^t m future tsimilar entertain- 'rn w M  a i tn  t-i. Grade IX.
street names. One of the thoroughfares wh'ch they coUld be invited, CAPE -rOWN, Apnl 30.—The Olive Brown Cbre Thomoson Dor-
'"iri be renamed in honour of the late|"^°^ *̂ take place. It could be consid-iI Pr>occ of Wales arrived here t o d a y D o r e  and Harold 
resident Eberts, , , cred a very auspicious circumstance on the battle cruiser Repulse for his Watson (caual) Ruth ^
Fully four hundred people, members If'?” Mis.s.on and one Guide company in 
of the Kamloops and Kelowna lodges. •,
Sons of England, Kariiloops Daughters , proCeedmgs commenced
and Maids of England, and British Guides and Brownies, with their 
guests, sat down to a splendid banquet i» front of the
put on by the ladies’ organization, the Uah a t.2  p.m.; mustering one
tables being adorned with red and white “ fty» and had their photo-
roses, the society’s emblem, and other taken.
tasteful decorations. great many parents and friends
Following the banquet, a short musi-1 the , girls attended the Rally and 
cal programme was ertjoyed. were assigned places in the gallery,
Rev. H; S. Akchurst, the first pre- soon filled, and also along
sident of the Kamloops lodge and who, ®*des on the ground floor, after 
whilq District Deputv, founded the |''''’9‘ch, looking very sniart in their
lc<
m tnc consuiuency ot xale. Justto the  ‘ Ti /  v,* i.n;uyu: Kauierca on snore Brunette Erica Seelev Dornthv Rnr
south of that area in Canada which is Masons together, but the heard the guns of the escort hoomibg „ctt, Doris Ward, Freda Bowman Pal
given up to the growing of fruit is the ® for th^selves that at p u t  the royal salute, and shortly after- ,na Varco owman, i:'ai
far larger, similar area through the St._ George s Lodge wards the Repulse, escorted by the
three western states of America, i ^ membership and was a very South African squadron, entered the 
have no idea of the population wnichl tremendous cheering.g institution. _ ____ ___ _____  _
is dependent upon fruit growing there I The foriowing musical programme As the Repulse anchored the fog lifted.
but we know that the crop which thevK'i?® rendered, . Mr. Moncrielf [giving the promise of a fine day,
produce is some seven timpB lai-D-Ar Than I I”?, sccornpaninnents for I Despite' his early retirement
MAPS AVAILABLE OF
OKANOGAN-CARIBOO TRAIL
  last , The Secretary of the Board of Tradeproduce is some seven times larger than •- tt . 7 , - 1  . , * ^  “ r---' ----------- - ,-----------------that' Produced in British Columbia Pnne'e found time to par-p^s now received a supply of maps is-
They have been established far loneer* t Mawer and Mrs. M. T. ticipate in a concert on the Repulse, ?y, the Okanogari-Cariboo Trail
Another industry which has been de­
veloped and which has attained its pre­
sent situation under a small luoasurc 
of protection is the fruit industry. It 
has sometimes been remarked that flic 
fruit grower—and this remark lias been 
particularly applied to the western 
fruit growcr-;-is a siiineloss individual 
who |s always glad to appeal, and even 
to wbine. to some authority, goverii- 
nicntal or otherwise, to assist him in 
his labours. That. I xonsidcr, is an 
utterly erroneous opinion, liecaiisc I 
think the fruit farmer has li.utled. to a 
great extent^ successfully, with a very 
considcrabic'numbcr of difficulties. He 
has his difficulties in production, in the 
handling of his crops and in the carry­
ing of his irigation water, for a very 
large quantity of fruit in western Can­
ada is grown under irrigation, in the 
old day.s under irrigation companies 
and in the present day under irrigation 
district.s. Perhaps the greatest diffi­
culty of all i.s in the .marketing of his, 
crops. It has Iieen conpnited that at 
present some 20.000 peoplc.arc directly 
dependent upon the fruit industry in 
, western Canada, some forty to fifty 
million dollars are invested in that in­
dustry and a crop of somewhere around
the,areas from which they draw their 
crops are much more dense, connectet 
together iiiuch . rhore closely, than our 
valleys in British Columbia, and they 
are able to handle more easily in their 
packing houses the larger extent o:’ 
their crop; some of their earlier variet­
ies come into the market a little earlieb 
than'durs; and they have large cities,' 
pretty handily situated; for the consum­
ption of their produce. Besides that, 
they have the balance of a population; 
of 110,000,000 of a fruit-eating nation 
to consi^e their produce. Over and 
ab6ve thaV, -when the crop in the eastern 
states of America is a large one and 
distribution begins to overlap that in 
the west, it is the desire, of the western 
American fruit grower to use the Can­
adian market as a dumping ground for 
his fruit. When there is a large crop 
both east and west ii\ the United States 
and in British Columbia, the two inter­
ests come into contact in the export 
fnarket in Great Britain^ and there a- 
gain British Columbia boxed apples 
have to meet the cornpetitioii of the 
American .export crop which is tiiree' 
to four times the bulk.
In Great Britain, during Mr. Bald­
win’s previous term of office, the Im­
perial Economic Conference passed 
several resolutions favouring prefer­
ences towards Dominion products. 
These preferences did not pass the 
House of Commons; the matter was 
dropped during the regime of the Lab­
our ministry, and the last geiferal elec­
tion was not held on this question. 
Consequently the present'administra- 
t.on did not see fit to enact these resol­
utions when they obtained power. In­
stead of that, the government allocated 
(he sum of £1,000,000 a year to fur­
ther the interests of Dominion trade, 
and they appointed the Imperial Econ­
omic Committee, which was directed to 
turn its attention chiefly at the present 
tine to meat and fruit. We do not 
know what portion of that £1,000,000 
will be available for assisting Canada, 
nor do we know what fraction of that 
portion will be forthcoming for the 
fruit industry. But Canada is repre­
sented on that committee by the Fruit 
Trade Commissioner, Australia, South 
\frica and New Zealand also have their 
representatives, hut in each of those 
cases their government has seen to it 
that their representative will' have the 
benefit of consultation with several 
other prominent fruit men from each 
of these countries. I regret to say 
that although representations have been 
made to the government to do the same 
for Canada, the government has not 
seen fit as yet to do it. Wc know that 
the Canadian bruit Trade Commission­
er has not been in this countrj^ for two 
or three years'and he is not right up to 
date in the latest progress which the 
fruit industry has made, especially the 
bo.xcd fruit industry of western Can­
ada; I know that he feels himself that 
he would very much like the assistance 
of an unofficial adviser or two. men 
who arc right up to date in recent fruit 
history, with whom he could consult in 
order to form, his opinions and place 
them before the committee.
The most proinincnt difficulty the 
fruit grower faces is.that oiAnarketing 
his products, and it is very interesting 
in this connection to take up the intc: 
iin report,of the commissioner appoint­
ed by the government to invostigatt the 
.•illcgcd combine in the dislrilnifion of 
tniit and vegetables. There are one 
or two other short extracts that I could 
like to read in this reg'ard. The ques­
tion fof investigation was—
‘‘Vyiicthcj^by reason of the operati 
of anv combine of niiddieimu the in­
terests of the public, whether producer, 
consumer or others, arc prejudicially 
affected.” .
_ q hat ivas the object of the investiga­
tion. Let me read further:
“Of ell classes of the population the 
producer, whether growing wheat, or 
eking out an existence in raising fruit 
(Continued on page 2)
Lovejl were accorded a , very hearty concluding the social side of life on Association and depicting the country 
vote of thanks for their services at the board during the southward voyager'^®*’̂  Wenatchee and Davenport in the 
close of the concert. through the Atlarttic. ■ The climax w as S°uth to Quesnel-and Barkerville in
Prbgramme reached in a sketch entitled “CrdssU"f,*Nobth.
Song, “The Old Black Mare,” (W. which the Prince appeared . While these maps are primarily in-
H. Squire),'W. Bro. G. S. McKenzie; garb -with a golden -fo*" the use ot tourists, there
■encore, “When I was Twenty-oneH ‘̂ “^tain of the small stage on hand to allow of dis-
Recitation, “Little Bateese,” Bro. K. arose, many in the ship’s company did tnbution to car owners in the city and
Maclaren. Violin solo. Minuet (Beeth- i^<^ognize the attractive “lady” ....... .........  -
oven), Bro. W. O’Neill; encore, “D a r- ;®?ated m a corner demurely viewing 
ling I am . growing old.” Part song, points; of her small slippers, and
“The Minstrel Boy,” Lodge Choir, . “she” raised
Song,.“Queen of the Earth” (Pinsuti), 1“®*' head, disclosing the smiling poun- 
W. Bro. R. H. Brown. Songs, (a) U^^,''oe_of His Royal Highness.
“Morning”; (b) “Indian .Love Song,” The Prince visited the wardroom of 
violin obligato by.Mr.,W, O’Neill, Mrs, *̂ he Repulse bn Monday and Tuesday 
M. T. Lovell. Song, “Plume in the ” 'Shts and chatted gaily with the offi- 
Summer-Wind” (Verdi), W. Bro. P. eers and correspondents. Last night,
T. Dunn. Recitation, “The One-Leg- however, he retired eairly so as to he 
ged Goose,” Bro. Dougald McDougall. i '̂^sh for today’s strenuous programme 
Sohg, “God Send You Back” (Adams), ’
fully through the: trying times oh thc r^hi^^h Cord's Prayer was repeated, 
war period, when naeetiilgs were held in *he Guide Law—as is always 
the homes of iiidi-Adual members, ow-U‘‘̂ "‘̂ . ĥe oiijcuing of every Guide 
ing to lack of nutoibers to make it ™pctmg. The girls were under the 
worth while to e'ng^e a lodge room, ‘‘-'fib' r̂sh.p of Capt. Lloyd-Joiics and 
yet for the past two )(cars holding the Moffatt, of Company II, Re­
position of banner l^ g e  of Western as, so far, no district captain
Canada, having won tne flag for the] "as been appointed, ■
district who may wish to possess a 
copy, and they may be obtained from 
the Secretary , at the Board of Trade’s 
office
largest increase in mcmberriiip each I , Next came the Brownies. No, they 
year. . ^id not march. They will do so. of
President Fred Tutt, in a few well-^°.i^i‘se. in a feiv years’ time, but they 
chosen remarks, expressed the belief *\ave Hot yet quite lost touch with 
th a t ' Kelowna would remember that M̂ ii ĵapd. so they went their way in 
evening with profit and would learn a h^cir little brown un forms like well- 
lesson in hospitality, and said that as it .aiscipline^l fairies. VVith the Brown 
was in sport so it appeared to be be- and Tawny Owls of therdistrict they 
tween lodge members, and should be lonned a circle about the toadstool 
in all ways, the feeling between the two and sang the Brownie song and re- 
towns was one of pleasant relationship. Peated the Brownie Law.
Bro. Rev^ John Leigh’s reply to the After the Brownies had retired the
POTATO SEED
FALSELY CERTIFIED
Bro. J. C. Taylor; encore, “My Ain and drove through miles of cheering 
Wee Hoose.” Sopg, “I ’Ums to Myself, to the Grand Parade, where
’ do,’’ ; Capt. -A. A. Gawn; encore, Poyal addresses were presented. The 
Buckingham Fair.” Duet, “Serenade,” Ri'inoe replied to the addresses at the 
(Schubert), Mr. and Mrs. Mackenzie civic meeting after his landing with a 
Mawer; encore; “Carry me back to old speech in which he sang the praises of 
Virginny.” Song, “Joggin’ Along the ^oath African scenery and voiced the 
Highway” (A. Anderson), Bro. C. R. idea of, development of Cape Town as 
Gowen, Recitations, “Impersonatioris,” j ^ health resort for the whole world 
3ro. E. O. MacGiunis. Part Song, “My
The attention of the'Chief Agronor 
mist, Provincial' Department of Agri­
culture, has' been drawn to the fact that
------------ some potatoes have recently been im-
Ihe Royal visitor landed at 11 a.m. I ported into the Okanagan, bearing on
Old Kentucky Home,” Lodge Choir, j NO CHANGE IN FOREIGN 
Song, “Carmena,” from “Carmen” (Bi- POLICY OF GERMANY
Mackenzie Mawer; encore, BERLIN, April 30.—Chancellor Lu-
^'cr’s announcement that Germany’s 
The Wreck of the Julie Plante” (O’- foreign policy will remain unchanged,
McKenzie; en- made yesterday shortly after his cori- 
core. The World was waiting for the ference. with President-elect Von Hin- 
Sunrise. Banjoline solo, Parthenia’ denburg, and understood to express 
npi r'nni A A G^vn. | the latter’s view, is regarded as an
the sacks- an imitation certificate tag. 
Hence, he desires to ppint out that it 
is contrary to the rules and regulations 
laid down by the Destructive Insect 
and Pest Act to represent any pota­
toes as being certified-'seed, unless they 
have been inspected and certified by 
the Canadian Government and bear the 
official certification tag.
POLAND CAN NOW DO
W ITHOUT FRENCH LOAN
(Scott-Bur e), Capt. . .
Song, “Dream Tryst” (Eberhart), Bro. 
C. R. Gowen. Song, “We’ll All go a- 
hunting today,” Bro. G. Chaplin.
The concert was very well received 
by the audience and practically every 
number would have been a repeat if 
time had permitted. The artistes were 
all in good form and have never been 
heard to better advantage. W. Bro. G. 
S. McKenzie amused everyone, espec­
ially when singing ‘W hen I was Twen-
outstanding political development.
TENNIS SEASON 
B EG ISO N  
SATURDAY
ty-onc” and Bro., Ken. Maclaren’s ren- When Official Opening Of Kelowna
Tennis Club Courts Will Take 
Place
clcring of “Little Bateese” and Bro.
Dougald McDougald’s recital of “The 
One-Legged Goose” were highly en­
tertaining. The Lodge Choir also sang
well, showing that they had profited j (Contributed)
by the brief period available for prac- l On Saturday next, the official open 
tice. Bro. O’Neill’s violin solos were iug of the courts of the Kelowna Lawn 
delightful and played with great ex- I ciinis Club will he held, when mem- 
pression, while the solos by Mrs. hes are invited to bring their friends
PARIS, April 30.—The Petit Paris- 
len says that Poland has decided not 
to ask for the outstanding portion of 
the four hundred million franc loan 
which France agreed to advance to 
her a year ago January for her needs 
of national defence, in view of the fact 
that Polish finances are now on a sound 
basis and the budget is balanced.
EARLY VOTE ON
BUDGET IS EXPECTED
Lovell, W. Bro. P. T. Dunn and Bro 
J. C. Taylor were greatly enjoyed. 
Capt. A. A. Gawn also sang well and 
gave some good banjoline solos, and 
W. Bro. R. H. Brown’s rendering of 
“Queen of the Earth” was much ap­
preciated, Bro. C. R. Gowen was also 
heard to advantage and Mr. and Mrs. 
Mackenzie Mawer both excelled them­
selves. Bro. E. O. MacGinnis in his 
“Impersonations” showed that he pos­
sesses an unusual talent in that line of 
art, the audience roaring with laughter 
at his representations of love, jealousy, 
etc., and at his rendering of versions 
of the “Old Mother Goose” nursery 
rhymes a la Burns, Shakespeare, Brow­
ning, etc. This; enjoyable concert was 
wound up by Bro. G. Chaplin who 
sang several verses of “Wc’ll all go a- 
hunting today,” the audience joining 
lustily in the chorus, after which all 
present went over to the Elks’ Hall 
where supper was ready.
The supper was also presided over 
by W. Bro. B. F. Boyce, who, after 
ample justice had been done to the re­
past, proposed the toast of “The King 
and The Craft,” wLich was drunk with 
great enthusiasm. He then proposed 
the only other toast. “The Ladic.s,” 
which was replied to on behalf of the 
fair sex by Bro. R. G, M. Rutherford 
in .1 witty speech, which showed that 
he was fully competent to give expres­
sion to the opinions of the ladies pre­
sent., All the members then helped to 
clear away the supper tables so tiiat 
dancing could commence.
At the dance which followed, Bro. J. 
C. Taylor acted as master of ccrcmon-
to partake of tea and all prospective 
members •Arill be welcomed by the' Com­
mittee.
The five courts arc now in very good 
order and will be kept in playing con­
dition for the remainder of the season, 
cither the north or the sout^ courts be­
ing available for play morning" and af- 
Leinoon,
Judging from the number of appli­
cations already received from new 
members, there is every prospect of 
tills being a bigger and better year for 
tennis than any preceding one, and 
tlie interest taken is a good augury of 
the success of the big tournament for 
the championships of the Interior of 
British Columbia, which will be held 
dll the C].lub courts during the week 
eommcncing July 27th,
While no one make of ball has been 
definitely adopted as standard for the 
tournament, it has been decided by the 
■Committee that the choice will lie be- 
Lucen the Slazcngcr and the Prosser, 
and members arc recommended to use 
ei lier of these balls for the season’s
OTTAWA, April 30.—Right Hon. 
Arthur Mcighen, Conservative leader, 
and Premier Mackenzie King will 
.speak on the Budget this afternoon. 
Strong hopes are entertained for the 
taking of a vote late this evening or 
early on Friday morning. This will de­
pend, however, on some arrangement 
being entered into with the “Ginger 
(jroup,” five further members of whom 
have expressed their desire to speak.
toast“ St. George’s Day,” in which he 
traced the history of the adoption o' 
St. George as the patron saint of Eng­
land, was listened to with interest St.' 
George, he said, stood for the protec­
tion of the jAveak against the strong, 
which was the British ideal, and no less 
than three times had England saved 
civilization,'against the Spanish Arma­
da, at Waterloo and in 1914—a record 
\yhich could not be approached by any 
other country. Nor could the South 
African record be equalled: 1902, at 
war; 1910,. selfTgovernment, and 1914, 
an ally in the war against Germany.
District Deputy J. R. Colley, M.L.A. 
for Kamloops, gave a toast to “ Our 
CTrder,” . tracing the history of its in­
ception in, Tloronto by eight English­
men down to the present time.
Other speakers were Past President 
Thos. Howell, Past President Jos. 
Kendall, President E. C. Simmons and 
Bro. L. C.,^tapletbn.
A feature of the trip was the fact 
that there was practically one hundred 
per cent attendance of Kelowna offi­
cers, the only two absentees being un­
able to leave because of another mem­
ber working in the s’ame establishment 
forming one of the party. Among the 
officers and past officers who went to 
Kamloops were: President F. H. Tutt, 
Vice-President J. Haworth, Chaplain 
F. A, Martin, Secretary W. S. Budden, 
First Committeeman A, E. Cox, Dis­
trict Deputy Harry Lee, Past Presid­
ent J. V. Ahlett,_ Past Fresidont G. 
Flack, Past President A. Gibb and 
Past President A, Mepham.
District Commissioner, Mrs. J, . N.
/  "°?JPsoii. took coimfiand and called 
for Margaret Patterson, to whom she 
presented a pin inscribed with the 
Brownie motto, “Lend a H and” the 
gift of Miss Coubrough, the Brown 
Uwl to the Kelowna Brownie who 
bad been of the greatest assistance to 
pack throughout the year.
This interesting ceremony was foll­
owed by a contribution made by the 
JKutland Guides, whose officers are 
Capt. Chambers and Lieut. - Garner. It 
consisted of several country dances, 
which were graceful and pretty both 
as regards costume and performance, 
 ̂ dance by the 
Kutland Brownies, the “Dance of the 
Rives, was quite charming and re- 
flected^ great credit on the r Brown Owl, Miss Gay.
AGRARIAN LEADER
^LAIN NEAR SOFIA
Then the East Kelowna Guides, un­
der the leadership of  ̂Capt. Maude- 
Roxby and Lieut Fitzgerald^ put on a' 
number which was veiiy much applaud­
ed, and very' deservedly. They ap­
peared as a signalling squad, signalling 
being one of the prescribed branches.
of Ciuide work. The messages spelled'.u .  .V ................................
TRAFFIC IN TITLES
AGAIN TO BE AIRED
,1'M
ie.'̂ , the duties of which office he per- 
foriiK'd very acceptably. The Empress 
Ordie.stra, which had played several 
line scloctions during the supper, cx- 
f.( ll'-d th.:msclvcs and were li^ ra l in 
repeats, so that all who dance^ enjoy­
ed .themselves immensely. The festiv- 
ii> '. as kept up till a late hour and the 
ni( niliers of the Order and their guests 
were loud in their praises of the first 
aUenipt^ made by the Masonic Fratern­
ity in Kelowna to entertain their wives 
ami lady friends.
LONDON, April 30.—The Earl, of 
Sclbonic intends to bring up in the 
House of Lords the question of traf­
ficking in titles. He has given notice 
that on Alay 12th he will ask whether 
the government has re-established the 
Honours Committee of the Privy Coun­
cil, and if so, who are its members. 
He will also ask whether the govern­
ment intends to introduce a measure 
at the present session of Parliament, 
making it illegal to attempt to traffic 
in the conferring of honours.
Disclo.sures of trafficking in honours 
were made in London newspapers in 
1922. Lloyd George was Premier then, 
and he appointed a committee of six 
to investigate. There was evidence to 
show that more or^^css traffic in hon 
ours had been carridd on.
SOFIA, Bulgaria, April 30.—Former 
Deputy Grantscharoff, one of the ring­
leaders in the recent cathedral bomb 
plot who had been searchccl for every 
where, wâ g killed today near Sofia. He 
was the leader of that section of agrar­
ians that have joined the Communists 
and are suspected of comfiHcity in the 
bomb outrage.
MANY CARTRIDGES
SEIZED ON RHINE
BRUSSELS, April 30.—A dispatch 
to the Nation Beige from Aix La Cha- 
pclle says that members of the Intcr-
Allicd commission controlling naviga- ____
tion on the Rhine have seized seven- Brownc-Clayton, their Brown Owl, and 
teen tons of military cartridges and E. q'bomp.son, their Tawny bwl,
quantity of incendiary and illuminating deserve to he complimented. For this 
bombs on board a vessel from Holland, number each Brownie was dressed to
out by the Capta n were signalled with 
unhesitating precision and with such 
vim and spirit; that the spectacle was 
a delightful one to watch. Unfortunate­
ly, the East .Kelowna Brownies were 
not able to also contribute an item4o 
the programme, they being somewhat 
disorganized owing to their having 
 ̂leader since their Brown 
Owl, Miss J. Reekie, left the distrl6t.
The Kelo\vna Brownies did the next 
turn, appearing in singing games and 
^ .̂ '̂■'" ’̂^fascinating little red cdps for 
Ihc King of the Barborecs” and 
dainty pink and blue sun bonnetsi for 
London Town.” Miss Coubrough, 
their Brown Owl, and Mrs. O, St. P 
Aitkens and Mrs, H. W. Arbuckle, 
lawny Owjs, are to be congratulated 
on the performance given by them. 
Company I of the Kelowna Guides 
next gave an excellent display of club 
.swinging. Owing to the illness of Capt. 
I'rascr at the time preparations for 
tins event were under way, the Com- 
pany were trained by Mrs. Dougald 
idcDougall and Miss Phyllis Teague.
After this the Okanagan Mission 
uuidcs and Brownies presented anoth­
er phase of Guide work, nature study,, 
for winch their officers,. Mrs. St. G. 
Baldwin, their Guide captain, Mrs,
INDIANA PASSES DRASTIC
"BONE DRY” STATUTE
INDIANAPOLIS, April 30.—The 
Wright “bone dry” law, the most dras­
tic measure enacted in the United Stat­
es since prohibition, was passed at the 
last session of the Indiana legislature 
and went into effect in the Hoosicr 
state yesterday, with both state and 
federal officers to enforce the new 
code. Under this law, containers with 
a .smell of liquor and tlie testimony of 
oflicers that they smelled liquor arc 
prima facie evidence of the operation 
of a, “blind tiger,” with a penalty of 
from thirty days to six months in 
jail and a fine of from $100 to $500.
QUEBEC MAYOR BOUGHT
FIRE AND POLICE STATION
QUEBEC. April 30. .
Quebec’s fire and police station on St. 
Paul Street became the property of 
Mayor Jos. Samson on Nov." 15th, 1923, 
when, the latter bought the whole 
block on St. Paul Street from the city 
by auction, it was revealed in the tc.sti- 
mony of L. Wagncr.City Assessor, un­
der the cross-examination of Hon. L. 
Bolley, counsel for the petitioners, at 
the local civic enquiry before Justice 
Letcllier ye.^terday. '
represent a flower, and each of the 
tweive cn.'-.tnnu's vvas a work of art, 
briar rose, claffoclil, cowslip, buttercup, 
poppy, sunflower, bachelor buttons (2), 
rp, “ Y d ‘'o!uiuivii'(',.Scottisli bluebell, Scot-
riic City ^ f  ! tish thistle, i)(,i.;i.n iry. As each flower
stejijied lor.vai.! ■,'. fjiiidc .accompanied
BERLIN, April 30.—The press bu­
reau of the Socialist party today charg­
ed that in various sections of the coun­
try envelopes used for enclosing the 
ballots in Sunday’s presidential elec­
tion w vi of such thin paper that the 
elect: officials could keep tabs on
how people voted. The law prescribes. 
that only opaque envelopes shall he ' 
used-
her ami (loscrilicd ibe flowcr’.s appear­
ance and habits, to which the Howcr 
replied :n ,i \ oin a;; Iin.shed and pleas­
ing as her coslmiie.
1 be K':;;!;:!"! i'rownies next put on 
a song ami il .e drills and tlicir singing' 
am! .s/io'/;cd hoft' carefully
. they had bei n li'aiiicd. ’
'Iheii ca!;!e (lie Kelowna Brownies 
again ill mil nnal fiances, the Scottish 
reel, in.sli j V V e l s b  dances, sailor’s 
horniiipe, .avvedish ;ind Dani.sh nation­
al dam i-.s, I te. I'lie difficult steps were 
well masiered ;tor such youthful ar­
tistes, and botli the dancing and tne 
trim costuino.4 worn won hearty ap- 
pbansc from the audience
J he turn wli ch followed was given 
by the 2nd Company of Kelowna
(Continiicd on Page
y
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PETTIG REW
FOR
DIAM O NDS
Beautiful Now J^ngagement Rings 
from '$20.0,0 up.
. f *
See our window display this week 
PRINCESS CONTEST PRIZES and Photographs arc on display.
P E T T I G R E W
JEWELLER AND DIAMOND MERCHANT 
Kelowna's Gift Shop ISSUER OF MARRIAGE LICENCES 
HAVE YOU BOUGHT YOUR TICKET YET?
By keeping your butter, cream, milk and 
meat fresh and cold.
YOU NEED A REFRIGERATOR
W e have thern in wood and steel with cork insulation. 
Prices from 
\  and up. $20 .00
PENDOZI STREET
“ A L B A Q U A ”
A SCIENTIFICALLY PREPARED
' L im e  W hitew a^
THAT W ILL NOT RUB OFF.
SANITARY
DURABLE
e c o n o m i c a l
W m . HAUG SO N
Kelowna, B. C.
SECOND ANNUAL GYRO W HIRL, MAY 7th
' m
■“ N Vy S -N V-s s
mm
E L S IE  M cD o n a l d
Well-known Okanagan concert contralto, who will sing at the Em­
press Theatre, Kelowna, on Monday and Tuesday next, May 4 and 5.
CniNDcR AND CRANKSHAFT GRINOIND
Now is the time to have your cylinders and 
crankshafts reground.
We use a
HEALD CYLINDER GRINDER
and * ,
LANDIS CRANKSHAFT GRINDER
(as used by all the leading Automobile Factories in Canada and the 
United Slates) and guarantee every job we turn out to give perfect
satisfaction,
WE SPECIALIZE IN AUTOMOBILE, TRACTOR, MARINE 
AND STATIONARY ENGINES.
Write for our 1925 Revised Price List.
RIVERSIDE IRON WORKS, LIMITED
CALGARY, ALBERTA
BOYSCOUTI G.W .V.A. 
COLUMN
Jut Kelowna , Troop 
Troop First 1 Self Last I
Edited by "Pioneer.'’
On Saturday, Msw 2nd, a Smoker 
will be held in the Club Rooms, coiii- 
I mcnciiig at 9 o'clock, when all mem­
bers arc earnestly invited to be present. 
I A good programme has been arranged 
I by the Entertainment Committee and a 
special effort will be made to run up' a 
goodly .score of votes for the Veterans' 
Princess.
Cp ^
OUR SPECIAL PRICES on
BEOS AND BEDDING
met with such favour that we decided to continue our Sale 
Prices through the month of May.
KELOWNA FURNITURE COMPANV
Phone 33
AnriJ 28th, 1925,
Orders by Command for week ending 
M.ay 7th, 1925:
Duties: Orderly Patrol for week, Ot­
ters; next for duty, Cougars.,
Rallies: The combined Troop will| 
rally at the Scout Hall on Friday, M.ay 
1st, and'Monday, May 4th, at 7.l5T),m.
On S.iturday, May 2nd,, eighteen 
Scouts in uniform will rally in front 
of Dr. Shtpherd’s office on Pendozi 
Street at 3,45 p.m. The particular eigh­
teen will be separately notified.
The 1st Oyama Troop arc holding 
their annual Entertainment on the ev­
ening of Friday, the 1st inst., which the 
Scouthiastcr will be attending as Dis­
trict Commissioner- If'there  arc any 
local friends of the movcmcht with 
cars who would be interested in going 
out to see their show and could give 
the Scoutmaster a lift, we would b? 
ileascd to hear from them.
There were just two absentees from 
the rally yesterday evening. As we al­
ready know it will be impossible to 
lave one hundred per cent atfcndanct! 
on Friday evening, let us see, however, 
if we cannot for next Monday.
Thursday, May 7th, is a big day for 
the Scouts because on the success of
MISS AMY ROWLEY 
The Veterans’ Princess
In this connection members arc. re- 
,,,, . , . . „ 1 .to r- I minded that there arc only seyqn morethe Whirl being out on by tftc Gyros I , ^^ich tickets may be bpught,
that, evening will depend^ the improve- we must all make a really united 
ments to the Hall winch their place our Princess at the top
are going towards. The new side gal- . .j jj 
cries arc making good progress and * ’
will be a very great convenience to American Pacific
spectators. It is unfortunate thM e x t r a . +
supporting posts had to be inserted | view rather comes into conflict
>ut the strain on the posts already view I have heard more than
there is all they could be recommended expressed by hon. members to my
to stand. left, and something of the sort was
;e fa 1
M ud'ng w l!!.tV d o  to c a l r i f  fire S y
(entry and rescue, jumping,into M a n - B r i t i s h  W n iW a  eoulS 
kets, lowering from a Window, ® I pro<Juce fruit and vegetables and 
c ress on fire, and leading an animaU ^  with the
the Lynx and Owls with the electric UO_ be. 
shock and the Otters and Cougars viith gether between 
the runaway horse and broken thigh. 1 fbe m sts o the p
All Scouts haying mouth organs are DPe^ea^
requested to bring them to all future ’’  ̂
rallies
WOLF CUB NOTES
1st Kelowna Pack
Next parade, Wednesday, May , 6th, 
at 7 p.m. Orderly: Sixer W. Cross.
Mr. FORKE: Three provinces 
(Mr. STIRLING: Three provinces.
There are many matters in which the 
interests of British Columbia and the 
interests of these three prairie provin­
ces are closely intermingled, and cert­
ainly, there is nothing that the fruit 
grower in' British Columbia desires
A football niatch was played on Sat- tuore than prosperity in , these three 
urday, April 25th, against the 2nd Ke- provinces, as well as an increase m pop- 
lowna Pack, resulting in ’a win for the ulation. Supposing, through unfair ac- 
Firsts by 5 goals to nil. The goals tion on the part^of some government, 
were scored by D. Lucas (2), M. Mei- protection were removed or so reduced 
kle, R. Longley and S. Welch one each, as to cause the fruit growing industry 
Sixer Stuart defended well for the in British Columbia to die out~what 
Firsts, while H. Pettman, L. Handlen, would be the effect on Canada? Cer- 
H. Aitken, R. Knox and H. Anderson tainly there would be a depletion m 
worked hard for the Seconds. that district; the taxes already borne
Okanagan Mission Pack on a certain number of shoulders in
Next parade, Saturday, May 2nd, at Canada would after that have to be 
10 a.m. borne by fewer shoulders the whole-
The Okanagan Mission Pack will salers' trade in the interior of British 
play the 2nd Kelownas on Saturday, Columbia would diminish consider- 
May 2nd, at 2 p.m., at Kelowna. ably. And I can assure you that in
Kelowna Pack the poor trade years we have recently
Next parade, Wednesday, May 13th. passed through the wholesalers of Cal- 
Rutland Pack gary and the coast cities have looked
Next parade, Thursday, May 14th. upon that trade of the interior as their 
C; E. DAVIS, Cubmaster. I most valuable asset. What would be
the result? Consumers in western Can- 
MEMBER FOR YALE l^da would pay more for their apples.
SPEAKS ON B U D G E T There would be no more dumping of
Ame'rican fruit in the prairie provinces;
1 N there would be no competition to hold(Continued from page 1.) the price that the Americans
and vegetables, or otherwise striving chose to ask for their fruit, they would 
to wrest a living from the soil, has had ask J^st exactly what they liked, and 
a bitter struggle. But among all pro-1 the prairie consumer could just take it 
ducers it is doubtful whether any class or leave it. . . .
has had a more grim and discouraging The report proceeds to explain these 
battle for existence -than those en- r; wonderful Nash interests which the
in fruit farming. Dependent on weath- commissioner was instructed to investi- 
er and season, toiling himself with sate, how they consist of 45 incorpor- 
wife and family early and late, compel- ated companies iii. Canada, in close af- 
I'ed at times to employ additional help, filiation with 84 incorporated compan- 
obliged 'to purchase containers for a ics south of the line. They were by 
perishable product, dependent on a- way of being jobbers, and such a coin- 
gents to dispose of his product usually h'aation of jobbers would be a pretty 
for an unnamed consideration on dis- substantial econom.c unit for any other
‘ trade interests to compete against; but
it becomes a far more venomous crea­
ture to deal with when within that com­
bine of jobbers there 's set up a com­
bine of brokers, because those broker 
are then able to receive produce, ped- 
.dle it out to their friends, their own 
house.s‘, charge their comm sAions and, | 
as is shown in many instances in the r | 
port, make unfair merchandise profits 
cn route. There was one instance 
where one manager told •another man­
ager that December had been a good 
month—î they had cleared $30,000 in one 
office. Imagine that,—$30,000! Sup­
posing that were made up of fair
A bad misfortune overtook Mr. am 
Mr.s. Wip. Blackwood just before mid­
night on Friday, when fire of un­
known origin took heavy toll of their 
possessions. The family wakened as 
part of the roof was falling in, and 
by the time; all were roused, there was, 
barely time to escape in night attire 
The roof collap.sed as they escaped 
from the burning building. The blaze 
spread to the barn, which was nearby, 
and every thing it contained fell a prey 
to the flames. Fortunately, tile horses 
and cows were out, so escaped.
Mr. Gardner and Mr. Archie Rankin 
were quickly on the spot and convey­
ed the whole family to the home of 
Mrs. J. H. Davies. With a family of 
seven clitidrcn, there is much cause for 
thankfulness that there "were no lives 
lost or personal injury.
Much practical sympathy is being ex­
tended to Mr. and Mrs, Blackwood in 
their loss. ' Though at present! with 
Mrs. Davies, they arc planning to take 
up house at the end of this week. The 
loss is partially covered by insurance.
. •  •  •, .1 I .
‘ Dr. Knox, with Nurse McClung, at­
tended the School on Monday and vac­
cinated those pupils not already vac 
cinated. ■
The frosts of the past week have 
caused concern to ranchers, but what 
damage has been done has not been 
told us,
Mr- E. LeQuesne arrived on Tues 
day. He has returned to Glcnmorc to 
join the happy^ band of benedicts. His 
marriage to Miss K. Ritchie! takes place 
on Thursday. jMrs, LcQucsne accom­
panied hgr son from the Coast.
The roads are, now in good shape 
for traffic, the widening of the lower 
road being a great improvement. Don’t 
forget that ride into the fruit districts 
while the blossom is in its perfection.
Tfie Glcnmorc Gun Club have lost 
their Secretary, Mr. A. E. Ross, and 
are looking for another. 'The shoot for 
the Latta Cup takes place on Thurs­
day next. This seems to be a fuU day, 
with the Gyro Whirl, shoot and "(jleah- 
up Day’.’ in Kelowna.
 ̂Have you obtained all the votes pos­
sible for your Princess?•
There is still some pruning going on 
in the valley. We are glad to see. Mr. 
Maclaren helping out again with these 
belated orchards since his return from 
Ellison.
•  ■ *
The April meeting of the Glenmore| 
Fruit Growers’ Association was held 
as usual in the Schoolhouse. After the 
minutes of the previous meeting had] 
been, read, some discussion took place 
on the Co-operative and Vigilance | 
Committee and Messrs. Marshall and 
Geary gave notice that at the next 
meeting they would move that; this 
committee be discontinued.
Mr. Fred Paul attended on behalf of 
the Elks and asked everyone to sup­
port Miss Phyllis Teague for Princess 
at the' coming Gyro Whirl, proceeds 
of which are for the Semit Hall.
Mr. L. E. Taylor spoke on the fol-i 
lowing subjects which, among others, 
had been discussed at the recent meet-] 
ing of the Canadian Council of Horti-
Notice to Growers
PLEASE RESERVE YOUR 
REQUIREMENTS FOR LIME SULPHUR
FLOUR FEED POULTRY SUPPLIES
GARDEN SEEDS CLOVERS AND GRASSES
GASOLINE AND OIL HAY AND STRAW
UaUWIU GROWERS EXCHINUE
Phone 29 Free City<DcUvcry
Store Opton on Saturday Nights
GYRO W HIRL AND PRINCESS CONGEST, MAY 7th
HAVE YOU GOUGHT YOOU FICKET?
Gyro Whirl - Gabaref Oance - Princess Gontost
SCOUT HALL v
T h u r s d a y ^  M a y  7 t h
■ ■ ■ At 8 p.m,̂
Help to improve your Scout Hall. It is doing splendid work 
for the young people of your city. A Dollar Ticket will 
help. Buy one even though you cannot attend.
TICKETS FOR SALE by all members (P '1 
of the Gyro Club ................^
A Favour for Everyone. New Novel Stunts.
CROWNING OF QUEEN AT 9 p.m.
Starlight Dance. Beautiful New Lighting Effects. A  de­
corative scheme that will delight the eye. You will enjoy  
/  this dance. ^
ONE MILLION GYROUBLES will be in circulation. We 
want you to help to keep them circulating May 7th,
ALL PROCEEDS TO BE USED FOR 
IMPROVEMENTS TO SCOUT ~ HALL
Keep your eyes open on Saturday— Bolsheviks expected
in tow n!
P/fiA/C£SS P R I Z E S
On Display in Pettigrew’s Window.
VOTE FOR YOUR FAVOURITE PRINCESS "
37-2c
taut markets, and faced in a northern 
climate with American competition be­
fore his season arrives, the Canadian 
fritit grower has had to struggle des­
perately for a bare living. The wond­
er is that he survived.
I am not aware that the Commis­
sioner who was appointed by the gov­
ernment for this investigation was a 
fruit man. It is therefore the more 
interesting to note the view which he 
took after his investigat'on of the dif­
ficulty facing the fruit growers. A 
page or two further on there is anolhfcr 
short extract:
“The producers of British Columbia 
may be classified as organized and un­
organized; and arc, known as co-opera­
tives and independents. The co-oper­
ative associations, which represent an 
ach cvcnicnt in organization, have made 
possible what slight amelioration thcic 
has been in the condition of the grow­
ers. The independents arc enabled in 
some cases to avoid certain of the over­
head to which the co-operatives arc 
subject, hut. in so do ng, thev take the 
benefits created bv their fellow gi‘c\v- 
ers without contributing to the tost; 
and in many cases hv their nnrcgnlat- 
od marketing scrionslv disorganize tin- 
market for both parties. Like sotuc 
fungus thev snn the strenglli of the trro 
wh'ch shelters them.’’
;\nothcr most interesting coininctU 
by this independent commissioner is 
the following:
“7'hc British Colnnihia prodnerv 
goods come into the market after th>' 
various cr(1ps of the different sonthe-n
broker’s comm ssions, what an enor-
culture in Ottawa, at which he repre- fraid lest this evil thing should again 
sented the fruit growers:—^Duncati re- get in his way. It is the more import- 
port; duties on fruits and vegetables ant that acti''" be taken without delay, 
coming into Canada; Imperial market- because within the last three days I 
ing; crates as closed packages; the O- hear that the Associated Growers of 
riental problem; cold storage both in British Columbia have taken the very 
Great Britain and locally. I strong step of forming their own brok-
Mr. G. A. Barrat gave the meeting erage offices in the three prairie prov- 
*some information on the new "direct inces. Now, it is always a strong step, 
to retailer” selling scheme of the As- to start out in a territory that has been 
sociated Growers and stated that there hitherto served by a well established 
will be probably 100 expert salesmen chain of offices. In this case it is a 
selling fruit and vegetables on the doubly strong step to take because 
prairies for the Associated Growers this combine has not yet been scotched, 
this year. Whatever.action the hon. minister may
Mr. Mann, of Summerland Experi- be considering taking, I appeal to him 
mental Station, gave a short talk on as strongly as I can in the name of the 
alfalfa and other field crops. Mr. Mann fruit growers to leave absolutely no 
is in _ charge oT the tobacco growing gtone unturned in stopping any furtl 
experiments m Kelowna district. I possibility of nefarious action on the
part of th^se brigands, 
hardly explain that that does not con-1 Mr. MURDOCK: You may be sure 
stitute a combine injurious to the con- of that so far as this department is con 
sumer, because between those brokers cerned-r-within our rights, 
and the consumer stands the jobber,! Mr. STIRLING: In this connection 
The desire of the fruit grower is not to I want to read just one of the many 
make commissions, it is to effect the resolutions which reach me in the mai 
largest possible distribution of his fruit daily, because opinion in the west is 
at such price as the trade will stand, very-much stirred up on the subject of 
It is no good his boosting the price, this combine. I am quoting from the 
because it will reduce the amount of Penticton Herald of April 2: 
fruit d'stributed to the consumer. And “The Penticton Co-operative Grow- 
I would remind hon. members that the ers at their annual meeting passed the 
domestic market is of far more value following resolution: 
to the British Columbia fruit grower “ ‘Whereas the fruit industry in the 
than any of the export markets of the province is at the present time in a 
world. I precarious condition to the extent that
The situation now is, I think, that it is almost impossible for the grower 
some time ago the hon. Minister of to recover a living over the cost of pro- 
Labour (Mr. Murdock) went fishing; duction, and
he has just landed his first fish; it is “ ‘Whereas the cause of this condi- 
called a combine; now that it is wrig- tion has been shown by the Duncan 
glin,g on the bank, it is seen to be an commission to be the rc.suIt of vicious 
injurious combine; it is of no use to the and unprincipled methods used by the 
producer, it is harmful to .the retailer, Nash-Mi|tual interests in selling Brit- 
it is unfit for human consumption. But ish Columbia products, and 
he has seated h'mself on the ground be- “ ‘Whereas Commiss'oner Duncan in 
side it ami he believes that according his findings recommended among other
to the terms of his license it is ncces- things that in future jobber-owned
iiious quantity of fruit that \vould mean to wait three months to j brokerage houses be made illegal,
if It was handled in the one month of __________ ___________ i___I ____ ^ . . . • . , V .
roducers have surccs.s vcly appt^arnl 
y that time the ‘rream’ has hccii| tak 
cn off the market, and consequentk 
British^ Columbia producer nceds  ̂
the assistance he can get. His nv 
moreover, is what has been cant’d .a 
‘pocket’ market. It is limited 
three western provinces, for he isM 
in the posit on of being .able to d'*- > 
of his goods north and south as c.au
December!
1 do not want to go further into the 
report at this stage. I com­
mend its perusal to every hon. member. 
In it he will find light and entertain- 
ng reading, he will find once more that 
fact is a good deal stranger than tic- 
fion; and if :ikes :uiy interest in
sec whether someone will come along I “ ‘Therefore be it resolved that | the 
and scotch his f.sh. In the meantime Penticton Co-operative Growers, in an- 
the fruit grower is desperately aii>ious nuaJ meeting assembled, request the 
lest this fisn should flop back into viic j Dominion government to prosecute the 
^yatc .̂ and recommence its depreda- Nash-Mutual interests with the purpose 
tions up and down the creek. of securing restitution of moneys un-
Mr. MURDOCK: Might I ask the lawfully deducted, and that the ncccs-
,uij' Ml i’o”- gentleman, is he in a posHion to sary steps be taken by the government
die sports pz .American newspap- give me his opinion, or the opinion ot to have the Dominion parliament at its
ers he will be interested in the slang legal gentleman of his party, that present session enact legislation dc-
which these Iwigancls use among them- the federal government has, as a result] claring jobber-brokerage houses to be 
selves. But b 
want to dr.-'.'- 
mark of the 
where he s;i\ i 
..ire is
tlic remedy f< 
evils of the 
'•'rination of : 
or sale diico
ffirc ieavin.g the report I of the passage of the Com.bincs Invest- illegal, and bringing into effect other 
ttciition to the f nal rc- ig-ition Act, any authority whatever to recommendations made by Commis-*
:mnissioncr in Part I bake the action that I am sure my hon, 
' ’ ■ friend would like to have taken and
■. • ■ e the cf ’cct that 
iinny of file nndetil)’ed 
■•sen: silirition is the
;rr.v.'C’-s’ .selliu" agency 
o tk,e various jobbers.” 
I refer to that, because I have heard 
stated on mor<- than one occasion that 
e formation of a Canadian fruit dis- 
Ijutors’ agency only means doing a- 
ay with one combine and the sub- 
tution of another. That view, I 
hiiik, is based on inis n''onnation.What 
he fruit growers propose is that the 
co-operative associations all over Can- 
(ha should come together and place 
their own brokers in the field. Unced
that he has a right to expect will be 
taken—can h(i give me the opinion of 
any hon. legal gentleman on his side 
of the House that we can go and do 
the th ng that he wants done and that 
.should be done?
Mr. STIRLING: Mr. Speaker, un­
fortunately I have not the Combines 
Investigation Act before me. I am 
strongly of the opinion that there is 
nothing whatever to prevent the federal 
,government from proceeding along this 
line. But I would suggest that the 
hon. minister obtain the opinion of two 
of the legal lights of the minkstry. I 
.say the fruit grower is desperately a-
sioncr Duncan in the interests of prod- 
liters.
I want to pass from that to a consid­
eration of the dumping situation. The 
principle of protecting a country’s 
products from the dumping into it of 
similar products from anqthirr country 
has been adopted in many parts of the 
world. Australia has it; New Zealand 
has it; South Africa has it; the United 
States has it, in a very violent feirm. 
Under the 1922 tariff act of the United 
States, if it can be shown to the presi­
dent that importations arc being made 
which may injure American industry, 
the president may declare^ a- duty; he 
may even forbid entry until an investi­
gation has 'been made. The United
States use that, dumping clause. We 
Ottawa, journal of March 
28, the following despatch from Wash­
ington:
“-Anti-dumping provisions of the Tar­
iff Act were applied to-day by the trea­
sury against the importation of pig 
iron from the province of Ontario.” > 
They have no compunction about us­
ing It. Eighteen years ago—-I think it 
was under the 1907 act—Canada adopt- 
^  the well known anti-dumping clause. 
That clause has never been repealed 
nor amended. I want to tlmch on this 
matter shortly, because I am quite sure 
that there is a great deal of misunder­
standing throughout the country,' and 
even possibly in the minds of some 
hon. members of this House, with re­
gard to the anti-dumping situation. The 
^ e  and only dumping clause in the 
Customs Act provided that a duty 
could be charged amounting to the dif­
ference between the actual selling price 
and the fair market value with this 
proviso:
^“Provided that the said special duty 
shall not exceed fifteen per cent ad 
valorc.m ih any case.”
As the years went on and the west­
ern Canada boxed fruit crop increased 
in size it became quite evident that that 
clause was being evaded.’ Further­
more, there were several years when, 
bn account of a glut in the American 
market, fruit was being sold at slash­
ed prices and when it entered Canada at 
those same prices, with the fifteen per 
cent restriction still on the statute 
book, the anti-dumping provision was 
perfectly useless. So as a result of 
rcpr<?scntations made by the fruit grow­
ers in 1921 the prcviou.s administra­
tion amended the valuation clause in 
the Customs act—they did not touch 
the anti-dumping clause in the Cus­
toms Tariff Act—so as to enable the 
Minister of Customs to pay attention 
to the cost of production as well as to 
the fair market value. That clause was 
good one and was made use of in 
that fruit and vegetable season. A 
change of administration took place, 
and the present Minister of Finance 
(Mr. Fielding) in his budget .speech of 
922 declared the government’s inten­
tion to repeal the amendment to that 
clause ill the Customs act. It was 
repealed, but owiqg to the consterna­
tion which that action caused anv 
fruit growers and the representations 
they made to the government, a couple 
of months later, the hon. Minister of 
Customs (Mr. Bureau) proposed an a- 
mendment to the Customs Act which 
introduced clause 47A. The gist of 
47A is that if d inging is taking place 
the Minister of Customs may, if he
chooses, report the matter to the Gov- 
crnor-in-Council and the Governor-in- 
Council may, if he chooses, authorize 
the Minister of Customs to value such 
goods for duty notwithstanding any 
other provision of the act. That did 
not entirely satisfy iJic fruit growers, 
hut it was certainly looked upon as 
better than nothing. Two years ago. 
the Minister of Customs took a trip
I
I 'l ! ' I
A',":;' ly
(Continued on page 3.)
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What *0ran|(e Pekoe* Heans
Many buyers o^ tea have) cbme to ask for 
*Orange Pekoe* believing th a t It signifies 
fine quality. This is not, however, neces- , 
sarily the case. In  the traide ^Orange Pekoe*
Is only a nam e ^vbn to the first leaf below 
the  bud or tip  on any Indian or Caylon tea 
bush. Aitt ♦Orange Pekoe’ loaf grown a t a  
high elevation usually possesses a very fine 
flavour. If, however, the plant is grown a t, 
a  low elevation, i t  may still be *Orange 
Pekoe* b u t also be af very poor quality. The 
cohstimer’s onl^ safeguard is to buy a  tea 
of recognized goodness. High grown *Orange 
Pekoes’ comprise a  large pa tt of every blend 
of MSALADA’  ̂ and give to  “SALADA” its 
unequalled flavour.
GYRO
DON’T FORGET TO
VOTE FOR YOUR FAVOURITE PRINCESS
ONLY ONE W EEK MORE
C o n t e s t  C l o s e s
12 noon, THURSDAY, MAY 7th ./
QUEEN W ILL BE CROWNED at 9 p.m. at Scout Hall.
/
>
RICHTER STREET GREENHOUSES
BEDDING FLOWERING PLANTS FOR 1925
W e have this Season a grand stock, not only large enough 
to meet all local demands, but grown from seeds direct from 
Messrs, Buttons, and from the very best American sources.
To delay placing your orders for B E D D IN G  P L A N T S,
R O SE S, SH R U B S and CLIM BERS
(suitable for this district) may now result in “no show ” in 
your garden this summer. W e are here to satisfy your 
wants as far as possible. Are you there to keep us busy? 
^  V 36-2c
A N C H O R J '
ANCHOR-D.ONALDSdKi
CANADIAN SERVICE FROM 
MONTREAL
To Plymouth-'Cherbourg-London
Antonia .... May 9, June 19, July 18
Ausonia ....  May 23, June 27, Aug. 1
Ascania ......  June 6, July 11, Aug. 15
To Liverpool
Lancastria, May 15 Alaunia, Aug. 7
Aurania ......  May 29, June 26, July 24
To Glasgow
Letitia, May 8 Athenia, May 22 
Saturnia .... May 15. June 12, July 10 
FROM NEW YORK 
To Queenstown and Liverpool 
Samaria, May 9 Caronia, May, 16 
Laconia, May 23 Carmania, May 30 
To Cherbourg and Southampton
Bcrengaria ......  May 6, 27, June 17
Mauretania ......  May 13, June 3, 24
Aquitania ......  May 20, June 9, July 1
To Londonderry and Glasgow 
Assyria, May 9 . Columbia, May 16
Cameronia, May 23 Tuscania, May 30 
To Plymouth-Cherbourg-London
Albania .....................  June 13. July 18
To Plymouth-Cherbourg-Hamburg 
Andatiia .... May 23, Juno 27, August 1 
Money orders and drafts at lowest 
rates. Full information from Agents or 
Company's Offices, 622 Hastings St. 
W., Vancouver, B. C.
 ̂0 »  eVepff sack of
p l o u i * -
Jljis guopanlee
F k ts r
Alvars tKe Sanw*AIvâ s titc Best
A prechict ef »K« Qu*h«v Kll«_ SeAetew «r««
Kelowna Agents: 
Occidental I ^ i t  Co., Ltd. 
Overwaitea, Ltd.
H. Waldron 
J. C. Stockwell 
Mrs. D, Wyrzykowsky 
G. E. Perret, East Kelowna.
MAY ISSUE OP
‘ROD AND GUN’
end of last year it began to be wlibp-j “Dear Sir,—Any of the Saskatchewan 
I cred about that all was not wcU with houses who paid dumping duty on A in­
utile dumping provision. When I reach-1 erican apples placed claim for refund, 
cd Ottawa I placed six qticiitions on I They have been notified by the local 
the order paper. The first three refer-1 customs apprai.scr that thqir claims will 
red to tlic aiuount of money which hadl be paid." v
been collccti^d in duty, and the second I The commissioner proceeds! 
three asked what claims, if any, had I "On April 30,1924, Mr. A. E. Burns, 
been m ade for rebate, the reasons for of the Western Canada Fruit Jobbers 
those claims, and, the amounts. The I Association, wrote the Cu.stoms ami 
only answer vouchsafed to me was n Excise Department at Ottwa, demand- 
partial answer to questions one; two I inp: remission of dumping duty on ccr- 
aiid three; 1 received no information tani apples bought from the Yakima 
[with respect to the latter part of the j Fruit Growers' Association. Wa.shing- 
questioii regarding rebate. I do not ton, at 80 cents f.o.b. It will be ubted 
think that is to be wondered at, now, that Mr. Burns states in his letter that 
that the Duncan report 1ms come out, j ‘at the time the dumping duty was ap- 
bccausc there arc several pliragraphs in plied there were no apples in stock.' It 
that report which show that a rebate is not known what is, meant by this 
I of the duty was grunted if it was claim- statement, for the official published fig- 
cd. I want to read a fevy extracts urcs of the Fruit Branch, Ottawa, show 
froin It, if I may. To begin with, I the following quantities of apples in 
give th9 coniiuissipner’a opinion of the j storage the poiiitp and on the dates 
situation with regard to the dumpiiigjmentioned/
I Ho says: Then follow the amounts: Added to-
It IS a-common trade practice for gethef, 240,000 boxes in , Regina and 
those whose home market is well or-1 British Columbia at the end of Janu- 
ganizcd^ to 'dump' supplies abroad at ary, 1924; 141,000 boxes at the middle 
[ prices below those obtaining on the of February, 1924; and 99,000 boxes at 
home market. The Canadian fruit and the end of February. The commission 
[ vegetable growers, whose crop is later cr proceeds: 
in maturiiig than that of the southern 
growers, h.'iyc loUg suffered from Am- 
ici;ican fruit and vegetables being 
thrown on the Canadian market in this 
'way. To the American exporter who 
has already taken a profit before the 
Canadian supply comes hi, every addir 
tional dollar received means an acldi-
"Thc letter from Mr. Burns is as 
follows: • • • I
" ‘Tile' Customs and ' Excise Depart­
ment, Ottawa, Out,
 ̂ Attention Mr. Watson 
“,‘Dcar Sirs,—I was in Rcgiiia and 
Moose Jaw last week apd found that
_ ... - - -----..dumping duty had been applied,on cars
tioii to profits, The Canadian grower ] of apples coining into that district on 
on the other hand, without government February 13 and 14, some to P. Burns’ 
protection in the nature of a dumping Co., Ltd., othets to Macdonald-Consol- 
duty, v/ould be unable to exist m the idated.
face of organized American , competi-1 " ‘At the time the dumjping duty was
• - , , . applied there were no apples in stock,
lha t is the view of the fruit com- Macdonald-Consolidated stated they 
missioner after investigating the mar- were out of this conamodity for 12 days, 
ket conditions. Then he quotes the P. Burns & Co. had only one variety 
famous anti-dumping clause from the I and they were splitting them up with 
Ciistoms Tariff Act and regulations the other four jobbers, 
relating thereto.. I notice, however, ‘“ The application of dumping duty 
thfit he makes. 110 reference whatever to I on shipments in such times is only un- 
this government s valuation clause in adulterated gall on thb part of some of- 
the Custotns\Acti ^clause 47A« He thcnjficial who evidently must have known 
proceeds to give instances of evasion the'existing conditions in these two 
? provisioriSi and , we points, and if he had made any inquir-
find that m some cases’ dumpnq? was ies, he would have known that the 
actually followed by rebate. Here is dump was unjustified, 
a telegram from thc_ Mutual ’ managerT ‘‘ ‘The above jobbers are asking for 
at Vancouver/o the Nash supervisor: a rebate and I would be glad to hear
Gustoms d^umped us on car Walla j from you at once if you' are going to
t- 1 , . , grant same. Otherwise we will have
, lhat rneans. rhubarb grown m the to circularize every member of parlia- 
statc of Washington. ■ ment and bring this unjust applicatibn
—which cost seventy-five cents. Are of the dumping duty to a show-down, 
you paying dump duty? We protested “ ‘I attach a memo from P. Burns & 
wiMly but had to pay. Co., which you might read and let me
sent byjknow if, in your opinion, this assess- 
theJN ash supervisor, was as follows: ment was justified.’ ”
“ Bought barb seventy-five here but The commissioner proceeds: 
hot hooked to date. Suggest^end par-1 “This somewhat hectoring letter of 
ticulars your, claim to A. E. Burns, I Mr. Burns was replied to by Mr. J. A. 
secretary. Western Canada Fruit Job- Watson, of the Customs Department, 
bers Winnipeg, for him to fight.” on May 7, to the effect that the collec- 
1 hen follows a letter from the same tor of customs at Moose Jaw was in- 
gentleman to the Canadian manager’of structed that he might certify to refund 
tl^  Nash interests: /  claims of dumping duty pgid on im-
uear Mrs: _ , . ' portations of apples if entered since
. . . . Regarding the dumping duty -the first of February last, and that the 
on barb, l ain suggesting to Snow that collector of customs at Regina would 
he forvvard all particulars of his claim receive like instructions. It is evident 
to A. E. Burns, our secretary. Win- that if the customs authorities acted 
mpeg, and L am. satisfied if there is on the assumption that there had been 
any chance Burns will be able to get no British Columbia apples available 
Sn^ow a refund. I wish you would just since February 1, 1924, they did so 
call Rurns up. on the phone and men- without consultation with the . Depart- 
tion the fact that Vancouver got hook- ment of Agriculture, which had accur- 
ed OF a car and that Snow is forward- ate information on the, situation.
“It appears, further that, early in 
. . . 1924, Mr. Bufns reached an understand-
.u commissioner points out mg with Mr. T. W. Mouat, special of-
a. * being ficer, Customs Department, Nelson
cents, 'while B.C., that the dumping duty would not 
the Walla Walla market price was $1. be applied after March 1, 1924. What 
The cost of production of the British was the information in the possession 
Columbia rhubarb was 90 cents. He of Mr. Mouat as to the apple situation 
goes on. r , , , at the timd does not appear. It is evi-
. It appears from the above that the dent that Mr. Mouat’s information was 
price of the imported rhubarb was both not of the best, for on February 29 
below the Canadian cost of production 1924. Mr. A. E. Burns circularized all 
and the fair market value as sold for members of the Western Canada Fruit 
American consumption. In such a case Jobbers’ Associa^:ion as follows: 
it IS considered that it was the duty of i on ino,.
the local customs officer at the port of “
entry to apply the dumping provisions “ ‘ -.t. at at 
of the Customs Act both at Vancouver _ Th at”^'
and Calgary. It is not known whether Xct wô uld no”t hl^nnni?’ 
the duty was imposed on Carruthers’ 
car at Calgary or remitted-on Snow’s h m T n J ’Rno-tof<it Vancouver ** I from Ivegina ^vest. IVfr. Alouat in-
Then follows some correspondence be was convinced B.C. apples
between .'the Nash supervisor and the stand the haul to Winnipeg.' but this IS wrong as a few more days 
transit would not count.’ "
, CH^URCH NOTICES
ST. MICHAEL & ALL ANGELS
May 1st, St. Philm & St. Ja'mca: 1m 
a.in., Holy Cominuiuon. »
May 3rd. Third Sunday after Ea.stcr. 
8 u.m.. Holy. Gommunioti: 10.30 Matin.*» 
(Read); 11 a.in., Cliorul Euchari.st am 
scrinon; 3 p.m., Children's Service; 7.30 
Evensong ami sermon.
J May 5th. Ruri Decanal meeting. Ev 
ensong and sermon, 7.30 p.m. Preacher, 
Rev. M. C. B. Gibson, Reetpr of Ver­
non.
May 6th. Matins at 7.30 a.in. Holy 
Communion at 8.
May ,7th and 8tli, Service at 8 p.m. 
'Address by Rev. T. K. Rowe, Director 
of the Canadian Guild of Health.
EAST KELOWNA (Angfican) May 
3rd, Evensong and sermon, 7.30.
• • •
OKANAGAN MISSION (St. An­
drews) May 3rd: Sunday School, 10 a. 
m. Matins, 11.
» « •
RUTLAND (Anglican), May 3rd: 
Sunday School, 2.30 p.m.
UNITED CHURCH. 
Morning Worship.
7,30 p.m., Evening Worship. 
10 a.m., Sunday School.
11 u.m..
BAPTIST CHURCH. Sunday, 
May 3rd. Sunday School, 10.30 a.m.; 
Young Women’s Missionary Auxiliary, 
3 p.m. Evening Service at 7.30. '
Wednesday, 8 p.m.. Prayer Meeting. 
Friday, May 1st, 7,45 p.m.. Young 
People s Meeting at the. home of Mrs. 
Cook, Eli Ave.
SALVATION ARMY. Capt. J. J. 
Sutherland, Commanding Officer. Sun 
day, 11 a.m.. Holiness Meeting. 7.30 
p.m., Salvation Meeting.
BIBLE ADDRESSES in ‘GOSPEL 
TENT, Bernard Ave., cast of the Un- 
jon Church, began Wednesday, April 
29th, and continue each evening (ex­
cept Saturday) at 8 o’clock. These ser­
vices arc conducted b y  Evangelists 
Rac and Morton. We accept the Bible 
in its entirety and pi;each the same gos- 
cl as Martin Luther, John Knox and 
ohn Wesley; having no affiliation with 
any modern cult. A welcome awaits 
you. (Tome and hear these addresses. 
Tent is comfortably heated. ‘‘Christ 
died for the ungodly,”—Rom. 5-6.
At a .recent meeting of the Summer- 
land Board of Trade a resolution was 
adopted stating that it was most de­
sirable in the public interest that the 
Canadian National Railway operate its 
own boat' ^ v ic e  on Okanagan Lake.
interest
When your interest coupons become due, 
or when you receive cheques for interest 
on registered bonds, deposit them in a Sav­
ings Account in the Bank of Montreal; 
The money you receive on your investment 
in bonds will then earn interest for you.
Kelowna Branch: A. G. McCOSH, Manager;
Established over lOO years
Mutual manager in Vancouver, as fol 
lows: -
‘‘Dear Sir,—Mr. Simington advised 
that Mr. A. E. Burns, our secretary at 
Winnipeg, will be very pleased to b
l am hot surprised that the questions 
I have put on the order paper were not 
answered, because I can see in every
die your claim for dumping duties im- investigated where the dumping
posed on that car of barb, and' when 
you forward him particulars. George, 
I suggest that you outline that you are
duty was applied a rebate was granted. 
I cannot help wondering why the duty 
was rebated. There inust have beeil
exclusive selling agents 'for the Rhu- 1 r e a s o n .  After the visit of the 
barb Association, and at the time Ar- / '" lis te r  of Customs to the fruit grow- 
.erican barb was purchased there was British Columbia, it was under-
none available in B.C. stood that the government would make
“Mr. Burns is a very competent sec- clause, a clause they consid-
retary, and, I hope that you will write better than the clause of the previ- 
him giving full particulars and askiti" administration, and yet something 
him to handle vour case.” must have been wrong with the clause
So much for rhubarb. Now let us wonder whether it was pos-
ake a look at apples. > |.sililc that no action under tliat clause
had ever neen taken at all, and I made 
some inquiries, and I found that no or
The Wicked Flecth,” by Harry M. 
Moore, and ‘‘The Grecnhcad,” by 
I'rank Young, complete the list of in- 
R'rcsting stories witli a Quebec setting. 
The regular contributors are also re­
presented in this number. The stories 
from Bonnycastlc Dale and Martin 
Hunter and the various departments. 
Fishing Notes, Outdoor Talk. Guns 
and Ammunition. Kennel and The 
Trap, all come up to their usual mark 
ot e.xccllencc. I’ublishcd monthly by 
W. J. Taylor, Limited, Woodstock, 
Ont.
Featured in the M.ay issue of “Rod 
and Gun m Canada,** the Special Que- 
bee Tourist Number, arc the delights 
and possibilities of this province for the 
tourist and sportsman. An editorial 
message from the Hou. J. E. Pcrrault. 
Minister of Colonization, Mines and 
Fisheries, introduces the province to 
the tourist and points out the many 
charms it holds for him.. In “Rcmcm- 
ber the Time?” Harwood Steele re­
calls in the account of one fishing trip 
tne good times enjoyed iii many such 
and whicu may be enjoyed by any 
wishes this summer.
J ^Pring.” by Mason B. 
Woollard, reveals the delights of can­
oeing and “Daylight and Ducks.” by 
A. K Douglas, is an entertaining story 
of a duck hunt in the early hours of the 
morning. William MacMillan, in his 
usual interesting and masterly manner
t  
The Nash supervisor for Alberta and 
British Columbia sent a circular to ali 
the Allicrta houses, as follows:
“I am advised that in nearly cverv 
instance where wholesalers have been
dcr in council relating to Clause 47a  
had ever been issued. So the situation 
m.ay perhaps have Iiech tliis: Certain
A / ,
N o w  D a d ,  A r e n ’t  Y o u  G l a d
Y o u  G o t  M e  a  C .  G .  M .  ?
■ 1 ■'
** you remember last year, Dad,
MEMBER FOR YALE
SPEAKS ON BUDGET
(Continued from Page 2)
through western Canada and I had 
the pleasure of accompanying him part 
of the time 4hrough the valleys of the 
interior of British Columbia. He saw 
the conditions for himself; he appear­
ed to appreciate the situation, and tlie 
fruit growers felt satisfied when he left 
‘ ‘ I what he could to ap- 
However, toward ■ the
compelled to pay dumping duty on '1̂*̂ Customs departmeiit,
pics that Mr. A. E. Burns has applied rightly, collected the dump-
for refund and obtained it. I do not duty, but when it became evident 
know of a case in Alberta where it lias , ‘7' shippers had claimed a rebate of 
been applied, but seems to me soipe '  dumping duty, the government 
houses during last season had it a;V surely have considered they were
plied on peaches or some other com, very safe ground, for if the mat-
moditics, and I am satisfied if you court, not having tlie
have not obtained a refund, if you will / in the act behind them, they 
' ■ ■ ■ would be caught napping and would-
get into very considerable trouble. I 
cannot help thinking that may have 
been the reason for the wholesale re­
bates granted of the dumping duty. It 
is quite incredible to me that the blame 
can be laid on the permanent officials 
of the department; they could not have 
taken such action as that which I have 
read from the report, without the in­
structions of somebody superior to 
them. When the budget proposals were 
brouglit down tbi.s session it was pro­
posed liy the Acting Minister of Fin­
ance to amend the old anti-dumping 
clause in the Customs Tariff Act which 
lias never ^been touched yet. Wc do 
not know the reasons of the Acting 
Minister of Finance for that suggestion, 
and I myself was unable to find out 
what the new wording meant. It came 
as rather a shock to the House, and a 
shock to the fruit growers in the west, 
when six days later the minister an­
nounced the withdrawal of the pro­
posed amendment. His explanation 
for taking that .step was rather a cur-
he good enough to use our s/-ref k 
Mr. Burns, sending all particulars to 
him, requesting him to fight the claim 
for you, I am sure that he will be suc­
cessful.
“Wc contribute "-'arly to our Associ­
ation, and I believe we have a very 
competent secretary, and I hope ili 
any house having a claim will give it 
immediate attention by following in- 
structioris suggested above.”
Tficn wc have an instance of the 
dumping having been withdrawn. Th's 
is from the Nash Canadian manager to 
the Nash supervisor:
“Dear Sir,—I think some of our 
houses arc importing American apples, 
and wc arc compelled to pay a dump­
ing duty.
“I Icarii from Burns to-day that he 
has secured a refund of the dumping 
duty paid by P, Burns & Company and 
the Macdonald-Crawford.
“If there arc any sales in your dis­
trict with our interest.?, you had better 
have them submit claims for refund to 
Burns to handle."
The reply to that was;
/
when you bought my C.C.M. 
" and, afterwards, said you were sorry 
you didn’t buy a cheaper one, like 
Billy Breen’s?”
“You ought to see B illy’s now, Dad. 
It looks five years’ o ld ! And it runs so 
hard I B illy’s hardly using it at all.”
“Is that so. Jack?”
“Yes. And look at my C.C.M. See 
how smooth and bright the enamel is. 
And look how the nickel sparkles. 
You’d think my C.C.M. was new this 
season. Ride up to the corner and 
back, Dad, and see how easy it runs. 
My C.C.M. cost a l i t t l e  more than 
Billy’s, but you should be proud of 
your judgment in buying it. Dad.”
“You mean your judgment, don’t 
you* Jack? You kept telling me how 
much better a C.C.M. was. You were 
so eager to have a C.C.M. that I didn’t
like to disappoint you. And I’m cer­
tainly glad I got you your choice.”
If your boy is urging you to get him a 
C.CM., ju s t  rem e m b e r th a t  boys are 
“bicycle wise”.
They know all about the smooth-running 
C.C.M. Triplex Crank Hanger, the extra 
coats of lustrous enamel, the nickelling 
over copper, the English Seamless Tubing, 
the drop forged crown, the new improved 
Hercules Brake and the other good fea­
tures of the C.C.M. that make it a, better 
bicyclic—that make i t  a lea l bicycle io x  a 
real boy.
. Trust your boy’s judgment. He knows. 
And the sooner you get a bicycle for him, 
the longer season he will have to enjoy it.
Prices Again Reduced
C'C'M 'S are the biggest values since 
pre-war days. They’re selling now from 
$20 to less than the “ peak ” prices. 
Among them there’s a special curved bar 
model that the boy won’t outgrow. Also 
neat, trim  models for girls.
O G ' M '  B i c y c l e s
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P e r f e c t — M a s s e y - R e d  B i r d  
C l e v e l a n d - C o l u m b i a
M ade in  Canada fo r  26 yeats by
Canada Cycle & Motor Company, Limited
Montreal Toronto WESTON, Ont. Winnipeg Vancouver
Also makers o f C.C.M. JOYCYCLES for the smaller children
^ • O M *  
Tr i p l e x  ̂
H a n g e r . 
means'’* 
E a sier
(Continued. on Page 4)
A MASSEY BICYCLE
Absolutely the most economical 
means of transportation that the 
world offers today.
Phone 347
TED BUSE
Exclusive Agent for Kelowna
. Wc invite you to inspect our 
late shipment of MASSEY 
MODELS from
$ 4 0 ^ ° $60
GLENN BLOCK
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P r o f e s s i o n a l  &  T r A d e s
DR. il. W. N. SHEPHERD
DENTIST
Cor. P«nd6zl St, & Lawrence Avc.
BURNE & WEDDELL
Barrister, Solicitors and 
, : Notaries Public
E, C. Weddell
I' (Established 1903) 
KELOWNA. B.C.
NORRIS '& MCWILLIAMS
b a r r i s t e r s ; s o l i c i t o r s , 
n o t a r ie s  PUBLIC 
(Successors to R. B. Kerr) 
Roweliffe Block, Kelowna, B.C.
H ER BER T V. CRAIG
b a r r i s t e r -a t -l a w  
SOLICITOR, NOTARY PUBLIC 
(Late Registrar of Titles, Kani- 
' loops),
r;e l o w n a  - B. c.
WRS. A. J .  PRITCHARD
L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M.
Silver Medalist (London, England) 
Teacher of Pianoforte and Theory. 
Studio: Corner of Richter Sti Md 
Harvey Ave. Phone 225-L3; P.0.294
B A TTER IES
• FulULinc of 
PRESTO^LITE AND  
COLUMBIA  ̂
BATTERIES 
CARRIED IN STOCK
RENTAL BATTERY  
for any make of car.
W. R. THOMSON
Gas Engines and Pumps
New and' Second Hand
iHt KfcuiwivA cuumew
and
Okanagan O rc lia rd ls t.
Owned and Edited by 
G. C. ROSE. 
Circulation, 1,200
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
(Strictly in Advance)
Toa'iiy addre.ss in the British Enipirc 
,$2.50 per year. To the United! 
States and other foreign connlric.s, j 
$3.00 per year.
The COURIER docs not necessarily 
endorse the sentiments of any con-1 
trihuted article.
To ensure acceptance, all manuscript j 
should ,hc Icgibily written on one | 
side of the paper only. Typewritten 
copy is preferred.
Letters to the editor, will not be ac-j 
cepted for publication over a ‘bioiu 
dc plume"; the writer’s correct namc| 
must be appended,
Cohtributed matter received after I 
Tuesday night will not be published 
uptil the following week. |
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Orchard Run
DR. H. M. TORY
President of the University of Alberta, 
who lias been re-appointed to the Coun­
cil for Scientific and Industrial Re­
search In Canada for a period of three 
[years. , . ,
] V l c n  ! !
BALLARD & MgEWAN
Dressmaking — Millinery
Importers of
Dresses, Hats, Novelties. 
Phone 251 P. O. Box 706
ISSUER OF
MARRIAGE LICENCES
J AS. D. PETTIGREW
Manufacturing Jeweller
■ 30-tfc
■ o
THE KEIOWNA PIUMBINO 
and SHEET METAE WORKS
w  G. SCOTT, Proprietor 
•Phones; Bus. 164 Res. 91 
P.O. Box 22
VERNON GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO. 
Quarrying and Cut Stone Contract­
ors, Monuments, Tombstones and 
GeneraLCemetery Work
Designs and Prices may be ob­
tained fropi R. Minns, Local Agent
POOR e n c o u r a g e m e n t
OF TOURIST TRAFFIC
m
It’s spring—the energetic
time of the.,, year when the 
grownrups and the kiddies need 
energizing, pure foods instead 
of nostrums.
Supplement our Bread and 
Cakes with pure milk and cream 
from Springdale Farm. This 
fine herd of pure bred Ayr- 
shires is T. B, tested and under 
Federal control.
Open 9 to 10, Sundays, for 
MILK AND CREAM
II
S
Phone 121
F. W . GROVES
M. Call. Six:, C. K.
Consulting, Civil and Hydraulic 
Engineer. B. C, Land Surveyf-r
Surveys :nul Keporls ou Irrifi'uLiou Woi'Uh Application̂  f?iT WiUor I.icenwis
KELOWNA. B.C.
ABBOTT &  McDOUGALL
B. C. LAND SURVEYORS AND 
CIVIL ENGINEERS 
Hewetson & Mantle Block 
' KELOWNA
SUMMER NOVELTIES
ARRIVING DAILY
Among the most interesting 
are new Under Arm Bags, 
some with Gold Inlay Work.
Silk Wrist Bracelets 
Wahl Pen and Pencil Sets. 
Silver Enamelled Links■ V , . .
Silver Bracelets 
Etc., etc. '
Always a pleasure to show our 
Gq̂ s.
JEW ELLER, KELOWNA 
SECOND ANNUAL GYRO 
WHIRL, MAY 7th
NOTICE
IN THE MATTER OF the Estate 
of JOHN ASHMUN BIGGER, de­
ceased, late of the City of Kelowna, in 
the Province of British Columbia.
JOSEPH ROSSI 
C O N T R A C T O R  
P lastering  and M asonry 
Office: - D. Chapm an Barn
’Phone 298
ALBERT WHIFFIN
BUILDING CONTRACTOR 
House Repairs, Etc. Cabinet Maker 
Organ and Piajio Work 
Phone 505-L4 P.O. Box 85
SING LEE
SHOES REPAIRED
Alt kinds of
Ladies’, Children’s and Men’s Shoes 
Sold at reasonable prices. 
LAWRENCE AVENUE 
Next to o n  Shop. P.O. Box 56
J. W. BELL, — Phone 296-R4 
For
DRY WOOD
PINE
FIR
BIRCH
ALDER
ORDER NOW and be sure of 
Good Wood.
N(3TICE is hereby given that the 
Creditors of the above named John 
Ashmun Bigger, who died on the 13th 
day of February, A.D. 1925, arc re­
quired to send the particulars of their 
claims against the Estate of the said 
John Ashmun Bigger to the Solicitors 
for the Executrix at the address given 
below within six weeks from the date 
hereof.
AND NOTICE is further given that 
at the expiration of the said period the 
Executrix will proceed to distribute 
the assets of the Estate amongst the 
parties entitled thereto having regard 
only to the claims of which the Execu­
trix shall then have notice.
DATED at Kelowna, B. C., this 9th 
cl.ay of April, 1925.
NORRIS & McW i l l i a m s ,
Solicitors for Lily Ann Bigger, the 
Executrix, Roweliffe Block, Bernard 
Avenue, Kelowna, B. C.
34-6c
the House rose at six o’clock I had 
nearly completed the remarks which I 
wish to niakc respecting the fruit in­
dustry. There arc, however, two things 
to which I wish to refer. I spoke of
According to the’“Vancouver Prov-I ‘he„ . a m  oVxl **̂“ '*̂ industry had been organized and
mcc of April 27th, the Customs De- had earned on to the considerable suc-
partment not only will not consider cess wmch it has attained in British
any extension of the thirty-day period Columbia. I said “small" advisedly,
during which American tourists .may which thc°Miidster‘' r̂̂ ^̂ ^̂  
retain their motor cars in Canadian dse (Mr.' Bureau) reiScntly brought 
territory without payment of duty, but dow'n, you will find that the average 
is contemplating discontinuance of ev- percentage of duty on all imports, both
4.U iU- i J • -1 T-t • • r dutiable and free, winch came intd Can-cn the thirty-day privilege. This mfor- Ldy^ ^he last five years amounted 
mation was conveyed in a letter from to 16.03 per cent. The similar figure 
the Acting Minister of Customs to the for the last five years on apples, which 
Automobile Club of British Columbia, constitute the largest bulk of the fruit 
• .. i J 1. produced in British Columbia, is butm response to representations made by 12.4 per cent, 20 per cent less than the,
that body in favour of extension of the average duty protecting the industries; 
permit period. The reason given is of Canada when compared with the
vague, being stated as “the information ^u^ntity which ^^brought in both dui-
u 7  j  . u  ̂ able and free. That, I consider, at thebefore the department is such that very present time is adequate protection and
serious consideration has been feiven to I do not think anybody could call it a 
the question of discontinuing even the high protection.
thirty-day permit.” , 1 wish also to reiterate what I refer-
The Automobile Club put forward to before,_and that is the satisfac-
the very sensible argument that the j harsh view adopted by hon. members 
[ amount of money brought into the on my left towards the fruit industry of 
country by tourists Would much more | Columbia. They have been
proceedAng along do-operative lines. 
. . .  . . • . •. 1^0 have we.. What we desire now is tolost through abuse of the permit sys-\ see ^ greater measure of co-operation
tern and the smuggling of automobiles, between British Columbia and the three 
I and to this the Customs Department neighbouring provinces. Why do I not
has made no categorical reply. It is a my left request-° ■ mg the government to take action to 
matter of common sense, and there can! clean up these filthy trade habits in the 
be no comparison between the . huge handling of fruit in our domestic mar- 
sum that travelling American tourists The interests of the producer and
spend in Canada ^ach year, and which this matter _ are one.
. , , . . , Why should I w ant to receive forty
would be j e r y  largely increased if the cents a box for my apples and the con-
permit period were extended, and such sumer in the prairie provinces pay three 
amounts as undetected smuggling' of four dollars a box? That is not to
cars might cost the Treasury. The Cus- hp". mem-_  . , . bers to my left to assist in this matter,
toms Department has an efficient secret! to help us clean up this disgraceful 
service that has wide ramifications, and state of affairs in the three orairie pro- 
Jew cars could be smuggled into the take it that they desire, as all
ft,.. _true Canadians do, a movement to-country without the fact becoming Girards the development of Canada for
known. Seizures and fines under the Canada's sake. That applies to the 
Customs Act involve very severe pen- Canadian-born as it also applies to 
altiesft and a few exemplary cases would People like myself who are endeavour- 
soon render the market for antnggled
cars a hazardous one, as people would j option. What we wish is that Canadian 
becoiTie chary of investing any consid- industries which arc planted in this 
erable amount of money in a car that country should develop and continue
. . , . , f „  .u ‘f .L- and supply the needs of Canada,might be taken from them at any time n . t, i '.u .L -1 Before I resume my seat I want toby the Government, with the possib.h- .^ ^ rd  an incident which hap-
ty of a stiff fine in addition. pened in the by-election campaign in
The Customs Department evidently Yale. The incident to which I refer 
pins its faith to a bonding system rath- U°°^ place in Penticton. We had wel- 
.. . r ..L XL- . J corned in our midst the genial Ministerer than an extension of the thirty-day „£ Works (Mr. K.ng, Koot-
permit. If so, it should provide bDnd-jenay); he is always welcome! I pre- 
ing facilities at all frontier ports. It sunie he v/as enjoying a well-earned
should be possible to contract with one  ̂ cannot imagine that the
„  . ui u 1- duties of his department could haveor more reputable bonding corppanies him in one portion of one district
to handle the business, authorizing the I of one province for so long a tflic. 
Customs staff to act as their agents, as The Prime Minister (Mr. Mackenzie
it would not be feasible for such con-- and his retinue had passed down
 ̂ f , • through the constituency of Yale, andccrns to keep a resident agent of their q£ ministers with him had spok-
own at all frontier points. It the Cus- en on every occa.sion, of the beaut ful 
'toms Department maintains its attitude eyes of the ladies, while the Prime
towards extension of the permit period, biYuseif delighted several cn-
 ̂ . ... thusiastic audiences by his eloquence,then It IS in duty bound to facilitate appealed to the electors in the
the bonding system which it advocates, name of chivalry and decency and fa r 
and the suggestion outlined here would play lo return a government supporler,
meet requirements without imposing them how much easier it
,, , ,, , , . . . .  . would ho lor such a one to obtain the
the jengthy delays entailed at points Qf |̂ jg ministers. I may say in pass­
ing that with one exception 1 have had
FUMERTON’S CAN SAVE YOD MONEV 
ON rORR WORK ClOTHE^ ^
Men’s Khhki Pants, $1,75
Made of stropg tough drill in khaki color*? five pockets,
belt loops and cuffs; all sizes; SPECIAL, pair ..............  I
Men’s Shirts, 95c
Made from strong wearing materials. They come in light ‘
blue, dark blue and khaki; Special .........................t f ........
Men’s Overalls, $2.25
UNION made, of heavy blue or black dcilim in rcgiilar O C
bib style, sizes 32 to 46; SPECIAL .... . wDAi.AeP
Men’s Working Pants, $2.25
Tliis is a Union made Pant of extra strong matcrialj \vith belt loops 
and cuffs. Made well. Wear well. Fit well. All sizes. O K
SPECIAL .................:.... .......................... .............. ..... ....
J Carpenters’ Aprons, 7i5c each
Carpenters’ and Truck Aprons, Special, each,...................... ,.....
..-̂ ■“ O ur Boys ”
BOYS’ SHIRT WAISTS, $1.25'
Tooke’s JiiniorcWaisfs in plain blue, khaki, white and fancy stripes; 
new patent fastener at waist; all sizes, 6 to 14 years; O K
price, each ......................... ............................ ........... .
Boys’ new crept soled Running Shoes, all sizes; -/I K
SPECIAL ................................... ;........................................  tDXmHkO
S H IR T S
$3.75
Ladies’ Silk Princess Slips, $3.75
These are “The Watson Garment’’ 
and are shadow proof, 
white only; Special f...
Watson’s Silk Bloomer^ $2.25 
Colors peach, sand and (PO O K  
gold; Special, pair .....
Ladies’ fancy knit Silk Vests, full 
dress style, in white, peach ,Q K ^  
and flesh colors; each ........
LADIES’ NEW JUMPER 
SKIRTS, $6.75
Fancy Tweed Jumper Skirts with 
button trimming. These are parti­
cularly becoming and are very pop­
ular for spring wear. (JJft 
Priced Special ............. « tP
WOMEN^S COATS
• Smartly fitted styles in velour 
cloths, latest shades; (P'1 Q  K A
s p e c i a l  ..... ..........   0 X 0 . 9 1 1
POIRET TWILL COATS
Fully lined, silk braid and button
...... $23.50
Handsome Coats of French Rep 
silk lined with fur 
trimming, at ....... 0 9  •  . 9 V
Women’s Ensemble Dresses in 
bright self tones. You will look your 
best in one of these. Shades of hen­
na, blue, peach, sand (PQ Q  K A  
and black; Special .... 0O*fcil.91X
• j .. .
GYRO W HIRL
TAILORED SUITS
Practical for spring or summer 
wear. Medium length coat, silk lin-
:: $25.00
WOMEN’S SILK HOSE 
SPECIAL
Odd lines of Penman’s, Perrin’s 
and Radium pure silk thread Hose, 
reinforced heels apd toes, double 
sole, clastic rib tops; all sizes and 
colors in the lot. Regular (P"| 
to $2.50 lilies. Clearing 0 X #  I
WOMEN’S c o r s e t  SPECIAL
Several lines that arc not com-
Klcte in sizes but all sizes in the lot.Leinforced low or medium bust. 
Some have elastic tops; non-rusti^le, 
regular $5.00 lines;
Clearing at, a pair ........ $2.95
h.
SCOUT HALL
LADY BETTY HOUSE 
DRESSES at $3.95
Made from English Ginghams and 
Chambrays with white rep collars, 
in several styles; all sizes C Q  Q K ' 
up to 44. Special ............ 0 O « t / 9
Misses' and Children’s fine all 
wool Golf Hose. These are made 
from pure Botany wool, have fancy 
tops and come in light and dark | 
colorsj. Special, SOc, 65c and 7Sc pair
— -  MAY 7th
VOTE FOR THE
VETERANS'PRINCESS
35-3c
RALLY OF GIRL GUIDES
AND BRO^YNIES
(Continued from page 1.)
vhere no bonding company has its own 
agent.
RUTLAND POUND DISTRICT
Notice of Sale
Notice is hereby given, under Section 
20 of the Pound District Act, that I 
will sell by Public Auction one sorrel 
gelding, four white legs, white strip on 
f.ice, branded B on left shoulder; one 
black gelding, no visible brand, laim 
in right hind fo 'i^  one brown or bay
marc branded on right shoulder;
one brown or bay marc, brand on left 
shoulder not legible; one dark grey 
colt, no brand; one bay colt, no brand, 
white strip on face, at 2 p.m. on Sat­
urday, the 9th day of May, 1925, on the 
S.E. Section 23, Township ^6.,
A. W. DALGLEISH.
37-lc Poundkeeper.
MEMBER FOR YALE
SPEAKS ON BUDGET
(Continued from Page 3)
ions one. He said:
“In th t presentation of the budget I 
gave notice of a certain resolution to r , , r ■ '
imend the dumping clauses. Since that | before polli • ,i.
time I have had further consultation west that 1 thick
no diff cuity whatever in obtaining the 
car of the right hon. gentleman’s min­
isters, and in that one case it was prob­
ably that the particular minister was 
so e.xtreniely busy that I was unable at 
‘be time I tried ,to get\in contact with 
him. My opponent’s agciit had made 
h s headquarters in the hotel in Pentic­
ton and had displayed a very consider­
able amount of hospitality, which I- 
think had been appreciated. Three or
ng, the Liberal 
is
A’ith the officers of the department and 
lavc reached the conclusion ' that the
his t tic—Mr. Ttirgeon, called on the 
president of the I'entictf)!! lioard ofLi e i i u u i i n m  , , • , • ,-i .1 ■
dumping clauses as now incorporated ^
properly determine the value for'duty ° y ' l  -Vinirposcs. Consequently I take this op- ' assure you diuit if Penticton
portunity of advising hon. members ^that when we renrh the entrimiffe/.  ̂ pltclgC IliySelf, Oil hc-that hen e reach the com ittee 
itagc I shall withdraw that resolution. half of the Liljcral party, to the buiUl- Docs that really mean that the rca- a post office iii Penticton." ^ r̂.
son for withdrawing the nroposed am- ^no is a Conservative, asked
nUn,en4 re-.c 41,04 fi,„ oioi- wliat lic could do aud Mr. Turgeon re-
Boylc, who is
ndment was that the off cials of the ,• i ..t . .
Justoms Department had not previous-  ̂ 1’°^ njipealin;- to ^  '"j
y given their opinion on it. and con- ‘"dividual but as President of the Bo.ird
-cquciitly it was withdrawn? I can Trade. Call your cxceiitvc togeth- 
hardly believe that was the only reason. : 17̂  t'"^ i
I .am inclined to think th.at certain pres- i’’'" " '-  •sure must have been brought to bear ^^^cutivc, who also were all Coiiscr- 
npon the government just about that solemnly, p aced this
time and haVng rather flouted certain P^"t«cton was
interests in the west with regard to the ^ 1
budget proposals, it now thought it ad- ^°* " /
visable to just concede-something, and P, riertnre duty to
(A, sii o’clock the Home took recess. ’Th’'eir% 'esl."^y?S r.h1
After Recess xj decencies of private life should enter
The House resumed at eight o’clock) into and dominate the public life of this 
Mr. STIRLING: Mr. Speaker, when country.
Guides and was a fine exhibition of 
physical drill. Great precision and 
energy were displayed, such as to in­
spire much confidence in the onlookers 
in the health-giving aspects of the 
Guide programme.
The closing number was a sketch, 
presented by the Oyama Guides. It 
was bright and well prepared and rep­
resented Guide work. The Oyama 
Guides have been without officers for 
the last six months, and it was ojily 
through the efforts of the secretary of 
tile r local organization, Mrs. R. Alli­
son, that they were able to take their 
place on the prop^ranimc.
During the Rally Commissioner 
Thompson was assisted by Gapt. Fos­
ter.
The Kelowna Local Association ser­
ved a noon meal, to t,ii,c.„Guidcs and 
Guiders from out-of-town districts and 
also tea at the conclusion of the pro­
gramme, Mrs. H. F. Chapin being 
convener of the Refreshments Com­
mittee.
The Guide authorities wish to ack­
nowledge the contributions of time and 
goods made by several societies and 
individualSj and also to thank the pub­
lic for patronizing the Rally so well, 
for the audience was as representative 
as the Guide movement itself.
LADY IS DISAPRQINTED
IN SIR ROBERT BORDEN
.y
Pr<jv'cs Only To Be An Ex-Premier 
Instead Of Babies’ Friend
FAMOUS QUEBEC SHIELD TO BE RETURNED
This shield was taken off one of the gates of Old Quebec at the time 
the city was conquered by Generals Wolfe, Monckton, Townsend and Mur­
ray, in the memorable year 1759, and taken to England, Now it. Is to be 
returned to Quebec, after being away more than 165 years. The plate below 
bears an inscription telling when the shield was taken and the Admirals 
and Generals wlio took Quebec, etc.
Having represented the city of Hali­
fax in the Commor. , for many years, 
Sir Robert Bordcli for a time believed 
he was no st/angcr to the good people 
of the eastern gateway to the Domiri- 
iop. He was sadly undeceived, however, 
shortly after he laid down the onerous 
duties of premier, according to the To­
ronto Star Weekly.
Included among the large number 
who pressed forward to meet him at 
an informal reception in Halifax was a 
middle-aged lady well known for her 
interest in child welfare.
After the manner of so many other 
oue-idca enthusiasts, this lady imagined 
everybody else must necessarily be par­
ticularly interested in her particular
field, and when she got the chance to 
talk to the guest of lionour launched 
forth into her favourite topic.
Sir Robert was bored, but did his 
best to stimulate a polite interest, 
though listening with only half an ear.
Suddenly he Ijccamc all attention 
when he realized the lady was thanking 
him profusely for what he had done to 
make the lives of little babies healthier 
and happier. He was particularly puz­
zled when he heard himself referred to 
as “the greatest benefactor of future 
generations this country has ever 
known.’’
. Sir Wilfrid Lauricr would have car­
ried off such a situation with graceful 
case, Hon. Arthur Mcighcn would 
have looked wise and maintained a dis­
creet .silence. Premier Mackenzie King 
would have tactfully changed the con­
versation.
But however great may have been his
ability in other lines, Sir Robert Bor­
den never was a nimblc-wittcd politi­
cian.
Try as he would, the cx-premier could 
not recall any child legislation of his 
tliat deserved such extravagant praise, 
and said something to this effect to his 
fulsome admirer.
“Legislation? Legislation?" said the 
lady, -with a look of extreipe surprise. 
“What has legislation to do with your 
business?"
"As member of parliament and for­
mer premier, I am naturally supposed 
to have something to do with legisla­
tion," explained Sir Robert, his brows 
compressed in perplexity.
The lady, gasped with' dism.ay, then 
said: “OhI Arc you a member of par­
liament? I am so disappointed! I 
thought you were the man who con­
denses milk for habicsl"
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FIrflt insertion: 15 cents per line;
each mWitional insertion. 10 cents 
per line. Mihimum charge per 
week, 30 cents.
'In estimating the cost of an adver- 
tieement, subject to the minimum 
charge as stated above, each initial, 
abbreviation or group of figures not 
exceeding five counts as one word, 
rand five words count as one line.
If so desired, advertisers may have 
replies addressed to a box number, 
earo of Tlic Courier, and forwarded 
to their private address, or delivered 
on call at office.' F6r this service, add 
I 10 cents to cover postage or filing.
FOR SALE—Miscellaneous
SEED  POTATOES—30 tons Netted 
Gerti and Green Mountain for sale.
A n n o u n c e m e n t s
!■ i/tcen'% nt8 per line, each inser­
tion; triinimuni charge^ 30 cents. 
Count live words to linci Each 
initial and group of not more 
than five figures counts as 
word. . ,
Dr, Mathifion, dentist. Willits' Block, 
iclcplioue 89, ' tfd0 0 0
A, IJOSTOCK, painter and decora 
tor. Plione 146-R3. 29-13p«• * « '
Owing to my ill-health, my studio has 
bas been taken over by Mr. C. W. 
Wilkinson, an experienced man from 
the leading studios of the Interior, bm 
for the present outside work will be 
attended to by me. Former patrons 
will find the studio well erjuipped for 
prompt and efficient service on all 
classes of work; W. H. WILLS, 37-lcm * » .
SPRINGDALE FARM Ltd. Ayr- 
Ternia, on“approved’ notes. Apply; JD. I milk and cream at Sutherland & 
Lccicie, Kclpwna. 37-2p Pockncll a. .  .  37-tfc
L o c a l  a n d  P e r s o n a l
Mr. Roy Herne, wlio won the golf­
ing clui'uipionsbip of the Interior some 
two or three years ago while resident 
in Kelowna, has received the appoint­
ment of professional in charge of the
GYRO PRINCESS CONTEST
Standing At 11.30 n.m„ April 30th
Mrs. M. J. Curts left on Tuesday Park golf course, Vaacoti
for Kamloops. I
Mr. C. W. A. Baldwin left on Tues- qualifying round ni the llights
day for Victoria. | competition at tjie local golf links was
completed last Thursday and the pl.ay-
lMiss Margaret Grant, of Montreal, is Iicrs linve now been divided into lirst 
a guest at the Palace. and second fLglits. Flity will he resuiii-
,,r . H-*l ^his afternoon. There arc iiuuicrousMr. W. K. Gwycr, District Engin- h,yeH in both fiiglits. 
cer, IS staying m town. I
, ,  ,, , I F. G. Logic and Dr. J. Brown,
Mr. Reggie W«ldcll returned home L,f Vancouver, the Travelling Medical 
from Big Creek, Cab, on briday. I Board under the Pension Act, s(̂ )ciit 
Mr. G E Loirie of Okanair'm Monday in the city. They
tro, paid .I.C city vi,i. yCa^day. S .  a^d" i.un,;.,fl3
Mij, and Mrs. E. C. Skinner, of Ver- on Momjay evening.
non, were visitorij here on Friday. . j .p, i i• ^ 1  riic I’arnicrs Market on Bernard
Mt. J. H. Collett, of Penticton, whoPvciuic was opened by the Rutland 
was at the Palace, left for home today.! Women's Institute on Saturday inorn- 
. .. . . I ing. Six stalls were occupied and the
Mr. J. Grcenniil, of Penticton, was a | produce on sale was all disposed of 
visitor here at, ihc beginning of the I before noon, though there w'as no large
I tuni-out of the local public.
For transfer, phone 105. T. Handlcn. CApozzi arc the! The regular anoiithly meeting of theEORD COUPE for sale, 1923 Model, ^ r n c xuo i . na ai um mui j. uv iw iu ni uuu iui:v;iiii ui m
sniciidid condition; Atwater Kciit 37,lp |proud possessors of a baby boy, born Hospital Ladies Aid, which was held
ignition, shock nhsorhero, dash light, I • « « « j last Friday. j on Monday afternoon, was well at-
foot accclcratdr, cut out, lugf̂ fage car^ JU M B L E ‘SALE in Market Place a i • . ,  i • i i tcn‘Ed and at it arrangements were
ricr. Snap for cash. A, S. Wade. 37-lc j stdckwcll’s) Sattvdav aftcr-l | made for holding a bridge party on
T H E  HOLDER of im .AKrcamcnl^for "■>'>”■ May 2ud. AuBlican P a ri*  Guild Cl.u h of St. M.dmcl and May 28th at Cad dor H ^
■ Sale under the Better Housing Act, . . .  . 27-Ip “ pf which will be .idvcrtised hitcr.
having to leave the city, offcr,S for dale j T,rpT^',»p^ A t awkt 'tp 'tvttvttcI regular monthly meeting of
p1Ju^"“  ' I r - t ' • ' ' " ‘' Ithe- Kelowna Women’s Institute, held
Princess Isohcl .....................  23,700
The Red Cross Princess i.........  21,800
Princess ICssie .....   21,000
Princess Ellcowna ........................20,700
The Vetcraii.s’ Princess ..........  14,800
Princess Brituiiiiia .................... 12,000
By holding hack vote.s organizations 
arc destroying the spirit of competition 
it was hoped to arouse by the contest. 
All participant.s arc urged to turn in 
their votes as soon as possible. Tlie 
contest closes at 12 o’clock noon, 
'riiursday, May 7th.
At/an executive meeting of the Ke­
lowna Fish and Game Protective Asso­
ciation, held on Tuc.sday evening,, in­
structions were given the delegates, to 
the "AlHed" meeting, vvhi^^vill take 
place next Saturday, at 2 ^in., at the 
Board of Trade Hall. They were in­
structed, inter alia, to secure additional 
officers for tluit organization, so that 
it would bo easier in future to arrsyige 
for meetings. ’
s 4 I
.Tlii.s week vve arc .showing special val­
ues ill the Infants’ WeaV Section. Here 
will be found a complete as.sortment of 
Dresses, W ool Coats, Overalls, Bonnets, 
Vests, Bands and many other smaller 
item s.'
' cd. . . . . .  830, and (ho improvnmenta CLUB. ^  I on April 22nd, sin now mcmhnrs joiond
: ^ ir5 rM r^ . '’'cowam th ' S ^ ^ i L M r  and Mrs. Raymond Laws P"} ^ will he paid to holders as at May Portland. Ore., wherf th»>v I'‘I' >»icrcsting taiic on dictctits. it  was
1st, 1925, and may be obtained after
On Monday,, Stipendiary Magistrate 
E. Weddell fined a half-breed $20 and 
costs for having firearms in his posses­
sion on the Westhank reserve and an [ 
additional $10 and costs for being 
drunk. On tlic following day an In­
dian was fined $50 and costs for as­
saulting the Indian policeman. In both 
cases ten days’ time was given for the 
payment of, the fines inflicted. The 
charges were laid by Sergt. A. G. 
Birch of the Royal Canadian Mounted | 
Police.
it!'
FOR SALE— barrel first class cid- that date at the office of the Secretary,! ^  r„rfo .a,, I hf.,.o nr. »
y  ^  .... 'Board of Trade Building. E. W. BAR-
A. G. McCosh would address the mcm- OBITUARY
er vinegar. Apply, P.O. Box 704.
37-lc I TON, Hon. Scc.-Ti'eas^. 1* ■ •
,A CHEVROLET Superior 1923 Road­
ster,_ in perfect condition.
Kerr, Ltd. Ip
FOR SALE—Purebred Holstein heif­
er, fresh, good milker; price, $75,00. 
"Fred Peterson, Rutland; address, Kcl- 
• owna, B. C. 37-lp
YE BEAUTY SHOPPE 
Trjmhena B.’Browne 
, Lauics’ Hairdressing 
Marcelling — Cutting — Shampoos 
Facials and Scalp Treatments 
For appointments Phone 198
England, sailing today from.  ̂ Txr 11 n i
Montreal for Southampton. L - W e d d e l l ,  who is at Big
Creek, Cal., near Fresno, writes that 
A number of local Oddfellows pro-1 the large irrigation tunnel, on which he
Mrs. C. C. Josselyn
Many old friends in the Kelowna I
cceded to Vernon last night on a | is employed as engineer is thirteen and 
friendly visit to the Vernon Lodge. a half miles in length and is being made
. . .  . I in solid rock, the contract being held
Miss Gwendoline Stirling and Miss by the Edison Construction Company. 
Barbara Stirling returned ; home on Photos of this important work show it
18-tfc I from the University of B. C. jto be a wonderful'piece of engineering.
FOR SALF_1 Tersev cow verv cen-1 TTXTTirn'i>cT‘T’’vI G.P.R. Mr. M. E. Nasmith, of Vancouver
Vr  good b ilk e r -2 cow H orTeeff sS: his parents, adjuster for the National Fire Insur
■ Tcral Pn-calf Bumham. .Richter St. aiiee Company, of Paris, France, ,ar
an adjustment of the lossJ. Scott, R.R. 1, South end Dickson] 
Ranch.
, . 51 few veal calves. Prices reasonable. A j * i”" , J Mrs. August Casorso, who soent sev-1 ^
'37-2p L,®e'^Yf’; ^ ^ ^  GIRLS’ brown canvas w ! mSw°ood, w h S
------P Oxford^, leather tnmmed, chrome sole, K "f "«s, returned to Penticton on. Mon- L-cgidence and contents and barn
PUREBRED HAMPSHIRE PIGS 
$7.50 for registered and $5 for un­
registered. Caesar, ElHsOnj R.R.l.
37-tfc
were
from $1.55 i^ir. White Elk O x f o r d s , j { d e s t r o y e d  by fire last Thursday even
sizes 11 to 2, at $2,75. Boys brown] Water is now available at the 'Ke Coast the same
[leather boots, chrome sole, summer ^  u • dav
weight, sizes 11 to 2, at $2.75. DARK’S t^e pump havmcrl
SHOE STORE. 37-lcl°^^” metalled again and the ta2 7 _jg| L.CCU iiisiiiucu a ai  a a me tank fillei
.JNETTED GEM POTATOES for
sale. Phone C. H. Bond, 262-R3. _____ ________________________ _ ___  __ _____ _ -
36-2pj SERVICE.—Leaves Kelowna ,daily, jon Saturday. She sails from Montreal I they are staging an old EnglishI o.-.-j-.. o ----T,-. . 1a--------  , , T. . Qjj jjjg gg I concert, followed by old-fashioned En-
■^glish refreshments. None of the songs 
to he sung have appeared later than
t with waW  “ “1 l^^embers of the Sons of England are
, , •  . j ; ■ {holding something of a novelty in soc-
KELOWNA-PENTICTON BOAT] Mrs. E. W. Bream left for England 1̂ ! 9” Wednesday, May
district will he deeply grieved' to learn 
that Mrs. C. C. Josselyn passed away 
at Tacoma, Wash., on Monday. The 
sad news was conycyed in a telegram 
from Mr. Josselyn to Mrs. R. F. Mor­
rison, who was a close friend of, the 
deceased, and no details were given as 
to the cause ô  death. It was not known 
here that she was in ill hcalthj and the 
announcement of < her demise thus 
comes as a severe shock to all those | 
who knew and esteemed her.
During the years of her residence] 
here Mrs. Josselyn, who moved to the 
Coast some ten years ago, thrpugh her 
sweetness and amiabRity of character 
won a large circle of friends, whose 
sympathy will go out to the bereaved 
husband and son, the latter now twen-1 
ty-one years of age.
Pongee Silk Dresses. Some of these are
$ 2 . 9 5 $ 3 . 7 5
Whitd Silk O K
Dresses at
Littlq W ool D fesscs O K
from .......:..... .................. ...........  ,
Babies’ Cashmere' Coats in $ 4 .7 5
Infants’ W ool Sha-ivls ^K/1 7 K
at .................. $2,50, $3.75 and
Infants’ Bonnets O K
from ...................     t D l .T O
Bootees and Iilfantees to
Babies’ Rattles ........ 2pc, 30c and 75c
Chilprufe V ests ................................   $1.95
Chilprufe Bloomers .......................   $1,95
Chilprufe Combinations from ......... $2.95
’ .K •
m n t M  M
iT?r»T> CAT tr Sunday, at 8 a.m. Returning, tomorrow for Liverpool
>5=‘vea PenE arrives I t  “Montcalm.”
“Yes, Oscar, if you go without food j 
for seven days it makes one weak.”
P H O N E  361 K E L O W N A , B. C.
seed or table use, Russell, Rutland j^gjo^na, 4.45 p.m. For further parti-.j r, 1 mne j “u ‘ f uPhone •'PIculars phone lo^ Kelowna.—OKANA-1 Clarence Burnham left on Tues-j 1985, and the committee have several
•T'TTUOTMV MAV fnr cnlp in staCk GAN LAKE BOAT CO,, LTD,, Sum-1 Kamloops to take up a position Other unusual features along the same
merland. ,  ̂ ^ ^   ̂ operator hne.
;T 0R D  COUPE—$225. Charles Qiiinn. YE OLDE COUNTRJE FAYRE m .- a t? w 5______̂__________ 1--------- - ----- ----- — will be held at the Exhibition Buildino- ’ A. E, Homewood has received tlie Stetson hat, will commence his
TO R SALE—$1,250. Fifteen acres Lri July 3rd and 4S1. a contract from the Incola Hotel, Pen- duties as tourist agent tomorrow. Mr.
land with buildings, four miles from • .  • ticton, for the re-uphoIstering of the Grawford s work in this line last sea-
-town. Domestic water on property. „ __ chaoin's window furniture. I son was _ highly appreciated -by visitors
lust the olace for a chicken ranch, Ap- l nr t ^  the city, and he expects to pfreet auly B cF Orchards Ltd. Kelov/na. Saturday candy specials, lo-tfcj Mr. J. ^  Coll3^r was a passenger number of last year's acquaintances;ply, B. C. urcnaras, Bta., iveioŵ â.̂  ̂ i  ̂ ^ bound for Eng and last Saturday H e during the coming tourist season as
'■.........'-------- —------ -̂---------------- -—r— j Transfer. Phone 72 Or le^es Montreal for Liverpool on May] ■well aS many more who have not hith-
FO R SALE—Green Mountain pota | * * * 10-tfc j 2nd, by the Aurama. Lerto toured the Okanagan.
TENDERS WANTED
• . A/'f-r'’•  ̂ . /• fv-S /'AC' . ;» •, I
For the supply of ice cream at 
wholesale to the Gyro Club Whirl, 
May 7th, to be delivered as required; 
minimum quantity, 15 gallons. Lowest ] 
or any tender not necessarily accepted. 
Send written tenders to Courier Office. ]
37-lc
Under the auspices of the Ladies’ Aid of the United Church
O RCH ESTRA W A N T E D
W oesom e8-weeks-ofdM^ Hospital Aid will meet at! In the City Police Court, on Tues-] Mr. J. W. Jones, M.L.A., returned
man X n n 7 7 S , l  34 4c of Mrs. J S McKenzie on day a local resident was fined $5 and home from Grand Forks on Tuesday.
man, pnone z // ....................... I Z :  Friday, May 1st, at 7.45 p.m. 37-lc costs for parking his car too He is frankly disappointed at the re-
TO R  SALE—Spramotor_Barrel Spray] * • ♦ ^  j close to a fire hydrant. ] suit of the by-election in the Grand
Pump, in good order. Can be seen at J , Painting ^and kalsomining. E. J.] (--j jCnitrht rntntn;cc;n«o.. t? ] Forks-Greenwood constituency, the
"H. G. Blair’s Blackspith Shop. 37-lp j Pettigrew, Phone 4^1.^Box 316. 30-tfc L- M. P., of Vancouver, and Inspector retrieving by a ma-
TOMATO, cabbage, cauliflower, egg
id ' '
T, A T>T-r.r-KT,r- , . • • , iCadiz R CM P of PentiVtnn naJrl of ^0 the seat, which was won
an official" visit on Friday. ' Cnn«Prvpt,Vpc.h^ nplant peppeV an  celery plants. Bed-1 hanging. Free'estimating and s a t T s f a c - 1 o t t i c i a i  visit on Friday. I about^ l^ " ^ [ ' 'th e  ^provin^^
guaranteed, by the experienced Mrs. A.' D. E. Timmins and her Section in June, of last year. 
Woodlawn Greenhouses. Phone 511-R2 ] painter, L. Bouchard. Apply at Leckie son, Mr. C W Wilkinson of Kam
37-lp loops, have’ rented Mr. L.’ Holman’s
1? T' tr 15 A J  residence on Richter St. for the sum-Ihe Kev. T. E. Rowe, Director of mermonths. ade^ when asphalted, promises to be ai-..-,, r TT _ . , .  • decided improvement on the old board
Three-pieee Orchestra wanted*, Kel­
owna Aquatic Association, May 13th to 
September 30th. About 35 dances in 
season. Write, Secretary, Aqudtic As­
sociation, Kelowna, B. C. 37-lc]
By
FOR SALE—58 acres, Rutland dis- 
^trict, part of the North-West quarter I the Guildof Health,“wiTr give* add̂ ^̂ ^
Divine Healing in St. Michael :$1,Q00. Apply, No- 332, Courier. 33-5pD „ j Angels’ Church on 'Thursday,
SEVEN-ROOM MODERN Dwell- f f in te r "  ted‘‘*,vill'''bc
mg in good condition, dry cement at these'services. Those who
•cellar, gan^e, for a small cash pay* Uiesirc an interview can consult Mr 
ment of $600 down and balance on between 10 and 12 a.m. on Fri
monthly payments like rent. Enquire day, 8th, at the Church. 37-lc
full particulars, G. A. Fisher, Real m * *
Tstate, Hewetson Block. 36-tfc] SALE OF HOME COOKING and
afternoon tea by L.O.B.A. in Mr 
WANTED—Miscellaneous | Lock’s store on Saturday afternoon
May 2nd. Proceeds for Protestant or- 
W E PAY best prices for local fresh phatiage at New Westminster. 37-lc 
eggs. -Waldron’s Grocery. 37-lp » * *
UNIVERSITY PLAYERS ill “You
WE BUY sell or exchange household Und I,” at the Empress Theatre, on
I " 'J O N E r &  T E ® r S T ^ '‘%  "‘“J  W"*;see
TO RENT
TOR RENT—Two unfurnished rooms I 
313 Doyle Ave. 36-tfc|
MO'THERSI A glorious chance pre 
sents itself to you. Boys’ and girls’ 
summer sandals, etc., all new stock, at 
big reductions at Dark’s Shoe Store.
37-lc• « •
THE GLENMORE GUN CLUBTOR RENT—5-roomcd house on El , , , . -
liott Ave. Apply to L. C. Riley. 3S-3p  ̂ f‘̂ '‘ Gup on
'May 7th at the club traps, starting at
TW ELV E MILES frorn railhead at 2 p.m. sharp. The Executive ask that 
X Lumby; fine opportunity for man every member turn out. Every shot on 
with large family and small capital to the grounds will he given an opportun-
get together a herd of cattle. Two ity to compete on a team. This cup i 
Rouses; implements as per inventory; open for competition to any team madi 
wagon and fine team; barn, dairy, etc ] up in Kelowna and every encourage 
Three years’ lease at small rent. 1,400 ment will be given to anyone wishini 
acres; 200 cleared; 100 more easy clear- to compete. 37-l(
ing. Compensation to tenant if property 
is sold before lease is up. Apply, Des- 
pard, R.R. 1, Vernon, B. C. 3S-3c
FURNISHED housekeeping rooms..) 1
Big verandah. Apply, No. 516, Cour- 
icr. _________  32-tfc
"r e n t  THE ELKS’ HALL for dan-
Thc regular meeting of the Rutland 
Growers’ Association will be held in 
the School on Monday, May 4th, at 8 
p.m. Air. J. W. Jones, M.L.A., will be 
the principal speaker. 37-lc
CCS, socials, public meetings, etc., at 
.prices to suit the occasion. Apply to 
H. F. Chapin, See., BT.O.E. 16-tfc
Miss Jolley is prepared to give pri­
vate dancing lessons. Phone 341.
■37-lp
FOR RENT—April 5th, 5-room bun­
galow on Lawson Ave.; $15.00 per 
month. Apply, G. A. Fisher, 32-tfc
SITUATIONS WANTED
’.FURNISHED housekeeping rooms, 
big verandah. Apply; No. 516, Cour-
37-1 picr
STENOGRAPHER with <’Xi)en<’iice 
in Jill branches of office Work desires 
position, full or part time. Apply, No. 
536, Courier. 37-lp
“ 1
Miss Vernie Weddell, who for the sidewalk and a number of new seats 
past seven months had been visiting k^ve been placed both on the lake 
friends at Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria f^o ît and in shady positions. More 
and other Coast points, returned home fio'^er boxes and tubs have been add­
on Saturday. ed and the showing of flowers will be
nr Aii T -v . . A .  much increased. At present; the bulbs
Mr. AUen E. Ross left last Thurs- in the large flower-bed at the main 
day tor Brandon, Man., where he has entrance are well worth anyone’s in- 
accepted a position on the local head- spection.
quarters staff of the Mutual Life In- -r, ^ ,
surance Company. ® concert to be given by the
Kelowna Choral Society will be held at 
The Rev. T. E. Rowe, Director of the United Church this evening and to- 
the Guild of Health, Vancouver, is to niorrow night and should not be miss- 
give an address ori “Divine Healing” at od by anyone who appreciates good 
St. Michael and All Angels’ Church music. These musical entertainments 
next Thursday and Friday, at 8 p.m. '̂ ’dl be specially worth taking in as fan- 
' ^  . A L T 1 • . . .  tasias and rhapsodies have been prac-
T Lakeyiew include: Mr. tised by the Society which are of an
the Soldier Settle- uncommon nature, especially one of 
ment Board, Vernon; Mr. R. Wardrop, Scottish airs. It is not often that one 
V^^couver; Mr, and Mrs. F. Savill, can hear several melodies sung at the 
9* and Mr. H. Lew, of Pen-{same time which produce a very har-
■ monious effect. The concerts will both
Many friends will be glad to hear
that Mr. and Mrs. D. McMillan, who The Secretary of the Kelowna Fish
for some time past have both been c o n - G a m e  Protective Association ha.s 
fined to their home through illness, Jhc disaiipointing informatioii
.'ire now fully rccoverecr .and are able that the proposed fish cultural opera- 
to be out again. tioiis at Penask Lake will not he car-
, ried out this summer by the Depart-
At  ̂ meeting of tl^  Kelowna Scot-{ment of Marine and Fi.slierics, the rea- 
tish Society held on Friday, it was dc- son licing that an officer of fhc r'ish 
cidcd to discontinue the use of theLCultural Branch of that Department, 
Scottisfi Hall until the fall, also that \vho visited this section of the Interim 
would hold a picnic at last fall, reported that such work would 
Westba'nk on July 1st. , cost more than previously supposed.
On Tuesday, in the Provincial Police T ^ p  i G‘ -‘̂ trict, Mr.
Court, two residents of Cedar Creek Ha”aday, reported very fayour-
wcrc fined $25 and $2.50 costs each for ‘ovcr.Ter D-shcry
killing deer out of season. The prose- ,of
cution was conducted by Game War- I  ^ ’i stock Ok-
(Icn Sulivan. The fines were paid. r" and streams with eyed-CRRS and fry obtained from Penask
Mr. E. G. Randall, who was acting ^"” 4 ^  splendid Kam-
iccount.-mt of the local branch of the '® trout.
Bank of Commerce, has been moved TIic\members of the Glcnmorc Gun 
\'ancouvcr. The ^osiUon he filled Chi’
$ 2 ,1 0 0
will buy an attractive Resid­
ence on
B U R N E - A V E N U E
Containing large living room, 
3 bedrooms, kitchen, excellent 
modern bathroom.
K E L O W N A  C H O RAL SO C IETY
In the
U N IT E D  CH URCH
THURSDAI, APRIL 30th and FRIDAY, MAY 1st
Perforifnances will begin each evening at 8.30 prompt.
FO R R E N T
Unfurnished, Lakeshore
$30.00 per month 
Furnished, Harvey,
$35.00 per month
GYRO W HIRL, MAY 7th 
See you support a Princess.
M cTavish & W h illis
IIVSIJRAIMCE
GRANGE H O T E L
When in Vernon stay at the
■GRANGE,” MARA AVENUE,
opposite Court House, close to C. 
P. R. Station. Conducted on Old 
Country lines. Comfortable and 
quiet. Nice rooms. Excellent 'meals 
at moderate charges.
$2.50 per day and up.
Also Weekly and Monthly Rates. 
Proprietress:—
Mrs. L. M A R SD E N
■ 36-2c
PROGRAMME
Chorus ...................  “Nautical Airs” ......... C. Hutchins Lewis
KELOWNA CHORAL SOCIETY '
Vocal Solo .................. “Pale Moon” ... .
MR, H. TUTT ................. ...........
Violin Solo .............. “Spanish Dance” .................. MoszkowskiMISS ISOBEL MURRAY "^oszKowsia
Chorus .... ...... Selections from “Maritana” ............ Wallace
, ^ IC¥LOWNA CHORAL SOCIETY
Vocal Solo ......  “The Wind’s in the South” ....... Prindle Scott
MISS BETTY STONE 
Orchestral Selection ..................... .....................
Vocal Solo ....... “Toreador S^ng” (Carmen) ...........  Bizet
MR. MACKENZIE MAWER
Part Song ......  “My Old Kentucky Home” ........ Foster
MALE GLEE CLUB ..........
Vocal Solo .....................  “Elegy” ............................ Massenet
^ ^ MRS. J. H. TRENW ITH "
Orchestral Selection .....................................
Choral Rhapsody ..........  "Scottish Airs” ..........  Fletcher
KELOWNA CHORAL SOCIETY ......
GOD SAVE THE KING
N O T E — Cut this Programme out and bring it with you.
10
11
ADM ISSIQ N- 50c“( eac li eveh ing)~
.L -
Tickets niay he obtained from members of United Church Ladies’ Aid
T H E
Jirjre prepar'ng for the Lafia Cup
• ' o i a n r r l v ' ^ ^ ^ o d ,  shool^which is to he held on the Chil) • oimcrly of the Kercmcos bnanch. I grounds on May 7th, commencing at
p.m. TIic following teams have been
LOST AND FOUND
'! U’, f I w  A N 'r !•: I •
 ̂ 'WAN PED—M.arricd couple,as handy­
man and cook at country hou.se, 5 
'milc.s south of Okanagan Landing. 
Wages $70.00 per month. Apply to Mrs. 
J. R. Ewing, P.O.. Okanagan Landing, I 
' jhonc, Vernon I9-R1, or to Mrs. i
LOST--O11 K.Ta.O. road, canvas sack 
containing Ford tools and pack. Re­
turn to B. McDonald Garage. 37-lp
Ar,. T.' , . D" I’ “*• ^ lu ii v v u ig r n oc
n Fnv /  , "°*^}‘̂ wood recently sent chosen to represent the Clul>: C. Row-
p "  ?  to Countess cliffc, Capt., T. C. Clarance. C. Kirk-
I n f  by, W. Lock, H. Kennedy; G. Suth-
ns received ,a letter from her -stating criand, Capt., J. V. Lyell, J. N Cush- 
that she and Earl .Beatty highly app- ing. W. Harv4v. F. Fowler; W R 
rceinted this gift of Okanagan fruit. | Maxson, Capt., P. Rankin, J. B. Spur-
P .
, \ Bristovve, Kelowna. 37-lc
'W ANTED—Young girl, for dishwash­
ing and ironing, three or four morn­
ings a week. Mrs. S. M. Simpson.
37-lc
J. F. ROBERTS
B E E K E E P E R S ’ S U P P L IE S
Tlamirri. . *1. • ‘‘'er. J. Camcroii. W. R. Laws; R. Hal-I hough n̂ ot quite up to the previous ’ ; ' apt., G. Hnrvcv I W C
v ook. the fishing on Okaingan Lakc r ’'’>o.-v'sn,!. M. Paige L.’ ' M cr .rthv-i 
.itill rema ns good. The fish caught R. S. Moc, Capt., j. McCormick l
10 Kamloop.s trout, the stcclhcad hav-| Paul. H. Sparks, C  Harvey. Also i 
oaxs'd -n. Among the best catches * • ’o fhe forego ne it is cer Ilade rcccntiv were tho followintr- M,. . 'prcf o ng it is cer-!
PARADE, ’SHON!
All Ex-Service Men Are Asked 
To Record Their Votes for the
VETERANS’ PRINCESS
3S-3c
At the
EMPRESS THEATRE
on
THURSDAY, MAY 14th
m
Y du  and
BROWN’S
Phono R4
made recently vvcrc the following: Mr ’tain that Rutland will be represented
ri »r • , ' by a team. Every one wlio is on the
R. Maxson a nine pounder. L ^gc fish - p la,. rfiven an opportunity to
P -ind \  a team, so that all whoI .it'd A. Kankin and the Rev. * .......... he certain to
have an enjoyable afternoon’s sport.
I •» C
A Comedy in Three Acts.
36.2.:
IC'AT? TOO TNCUISITIVE
HONEY 
McKENZIE COMPANY, LTD. Myrtle: "Oh, Charlie, you don’t
MR. A N D  MRS.
A. 1. SOAMES
A N D  CO M PANY
in
by
J. M. B A R R IE mtr*
at the
EMPRESS THEATRE
on
TUESDAY, MAY 19th
37-3c
dway.s declared he'd shoot the first 
man who kissed me I”
Charlie: "By Jovcl And—aJi--tcII
know what ymrvc donci Father jias me, did he really do it?”-—Tit Bits.
PA G E 6XX
Your Wife
A N D
Children
A R E  YOUR FIR ST  A N D  M OST
IMPORTANT CREDITORS
Cover tliiti responsibility with bur New Jubilee
Low Cost
MONTHlf INCOME POUCT
$50.00 per month for her as long as she lives. 
-T—  A L S O ---------
L o n d o n  l i f e
JU B IL E E  YEAR
Consistent Policy In Building Re­
serves Has placed Company In 
Very Strong Position
(“Canadian Insurance")
There is no doubt about tlic future 
of tlic London Life. This company is 
going to be one of the greatest in Can­
ada very quickly. It is already—from 
the policyholders' point of view—-one 
of I tlic best in the v*orUl. There is no 
stronger company in Cai>ada today 
than the London Life. There is no 
company which holds stronger rcscr- 
ves'to cover its liabilities and no com­
pany's investments are .more soundly 
placed or of much greater interest
WESTBANK
Mr. Geo, Brown, of Kalcden, was 
home for the week-end.
This policy guarantees to , pay YOU if totally disabled 
through any sickness or accident $50.00 per month for 
life or until recovery. Also the Company will waive or 
pay the premium during disability and not charge then r 
to you on recovery.
Insurance Company
A . H. DEMARA «  SON
K e lo w n a
TAKE- Y O UR G IRL TO T H E  GYRO W H IR L ! — DeM A RA
♦  ■ ■ ■ ■ f
fl* T W E N T Y  Y EARS AGO ♦
w (From the files of “The Kelowna ♦  
0 Clarion”) •8*
O ♦
O•8*•!*-S'♦  «8*❖  •S'•S'-i**❖  O •8**4*-fi*
A pril 27, 1905
“L. A. Hayman expects soon to re­
ceive a gasoline launch capable of car­
rying fifteen persons. He will be pre­
pared to put on a scow and operate a 
ferry across the lake, providing satis­
factory arrangements cain be made 
with the Government. This, if accom­
plished, should fill the bill exactly."
A piquant little advertisement in this 
issue reads as follows: “Ciderl Cider! 
Cider! Why drink heating whiskey 
these warm days when you can get the 
cooling cider at Bankhead Ranch?"
At the annual Easter Yestry of St. 
Michael and AH Angels’ Parish, which 
was heldhon April 24th, Rev. T. Greene 
reported that the congregation '' had 
made a great advance since Easter,
1904, the communicants haying more 
than doubled, while the church attend­
ance had increased to such an extent 
tliat at the Sunday morning services a 
large number could not find seating 
accommodation.
The -Rector again appointed Mr. F. 
A. Taylor as his Warden, and Mr. W.
C. Cameron was re-clected as People’s 
Warden. Sidesmen chosen were Dr. 
Boyce, Messrs. J. F. Burne, M. G. 
Gorrie, G. F. Budden, H. Wallis. W.
D. Walker and E. W. Wilkinson. 
Messrs. T. W. Stirling and A. H. 
Crichton were selected as lay delegates 
to the Synod, with Messrs. F. A. Tay­
lor and H. S. Sc'adding as substitutes.
e •
A murdfer is chronicled as* having 
taken place on the Indian Reserve at 
the north end of Okanagan Lake, on 
Saturday, April 15th, the victim of 
which was an Indian known as “Old 
Hopkin,” who was shot by another 
Indian named “Wild Aleck!’ following 
a dispute over a card game. The mur­
derer was arrested and later expiated 
his crime upon the scaffold at Kam­
loops.
yield. It earned 6.96 per cent in 1924. 
The rca '* r sbn is that the management has 
pursued a policy for fifty years of rigid 
economy in expense, careful selection 
of risks and the greatest caution in the 
Investment of the policyholders’ prem­
iums. Until a few years ago even the 
salaries paid to flic chief officials were 
not as large as those of many clerks in 
tire large cities. The shareholders also 
arc equally a.s frugal in their dividends. 
Their funds of .$154,000 earn interest of 
nearly .$11,000. Yet the stock dividends 
are only $14,000 a year, So the pro­
tection flic stock capital lias been to 
the policyholders _ for fifty years costs 
the public tlic insignificant sum of 
tlircc thousand dollars a year, or the
salary of the head of a department.
‘ *' ■" '  '■■flTliis rcleiiticss sclf-saerificc for fifty 
years has built up such strong reser­
ves tiiat a great future for the Comp­
any, is certain and the possibilities for 
still better returns for the policyhold­
ers arc brilliant.
It is not easy to put the Company’s 
finances in a form easily understood by 
outsiders. A simple way is to say that 
at the end of 1924 the company had out 
aside reserves of $1,553,862 more than 
tlie Dominion Insurance Act rcquiij-cs. 
Ifhas also made other reserves to pro­
vide for the dividends on all its policies 
of every kind. It has put aside_$350,- 
OdO to cover possible losses on invest­
ments and a new head office building 
hind. It has written down the value of 
its present splendid Head Office to the 
iiisignifioant sum of $25,000, and yet it 
held, at the end of 1924, a free surplus 
of $1,105,989 over all policy and stock 
liabilities. The free surplus of $1,105,- 
989 and the extra reserves of $1,55,3,- 
862 aforementioned (a total of $2,- 
659,851) means that the company earns 
in interest for the policyholders $186,- 
000 or so per annum more every year 
than if it did not hold such extra reser­
ves.
So we begin to understand why this 
company has been able to boast, during 
the past few years, that it paid divid­
ends double those which the policy­
holders expected when they originally 
effected their- insurances and those old 
dividends were good. Throughout the 
serious times of the Great War, when 
all insurance companies had to face, 
heavy drains for deaths of tbe soldiers 
at the front; throughout the great influ­
enza epidemic, when many companies 
had to^reduce .their dividends, the Lon­
don Life still paid the same dividends.
Mr. S. Mackay and Mr. J. Ingratp 
returned from the Coa.st on Thursday 
of last week.
Mr. J, M. Jonc.H loaded a scow of 
wood at the wharf licrc' on Saturday. 
Tills makes his second scow load.
Tlic Directors of the Westbank Irri­
gation System liavc been, seeing to the 
repairing of the flumes and expect to 
have tlic water on in most places this 
week. Mr, G. McIntosh is Water Bail­
iff. « * w
Tlic farnlcrs arc anxiously awuitin}< 
results ,of these frosts, as it seems as if 
they were likely to do quite a bit of 
damage. One thing they won't need 
to do this year is much thinning.
A whist drive was hold in the School- 
>use on Friday night in aid of the
Association
s; 'Quite a good crowd was out and ev­erybody had a good time. Mrs, Payn- 
tcr won the lady's .prize and Mr. Arthur
Oliver, the gentleman’s prize. The pro­
ceeds were abouf $12.00. ,
A P E R S IS T E N T  A D V E R T ISE R
One of the most persistent advertis­
ers in the history of success was Rob­
inson Crusoe. He knew what he want­
ed—a ship—so he, put up an ad. for 
one. Ho flung up a shirt on a pole, at 
the top of his island. That, in the 
language of the sea, was plain to every 
seafaring man.
The circulation was small, there wap 
no other medium, Iiut Crusoe kept at 
it, despite the fact that he got no en­
quiries for a long time. He changed 
his copy, as one garment after another 
was frayed out, and in the end got what 
he wanted.—Co-operation.
DO YOU KNOW T H E  D IFFER­
ENCE BETW EEN A UKULELE  
a n d  a  TAROPATCH?
and the chief reason, as I have said, was 
that many years of economy and build­
ing up of super-stringent reserves gave 
them an interest-earning power which 
could bear all the.se unexpected losses. 
That is the story of the London Life so 
far.
Already one can see how the public is 
fast beginning to appreciate these big 
returns. Twelve years ago the Com­
pany was proud of writing $9,000,000 
in new sums assured; Last year it 
wrote $53,000,000. This year it is cer­
tain to issue much more, and ^ r .  Reid, 
the General Manager, prophesies that
in fffteen years the company will have 
$1,000,000,000 in sums assured on its
books against $178,000,000 now. I do 
not think he overstates the mark, for 
success is cumulative, and as Mr. j. Gs 
Stephenson, the manager of the Ordin­
ary Department, says, people take 15 
years to properly understand a new 
idea. They are only Just now • begin­
ning to understand the virtues of (he 
London Life and, when good times 
come, this company may be overwhel­
med with far more business than it now 
dreams of.
“Big Things Doing  
A ll N e x t  W eek”
F R ID A Y  A N %  SA T U R D A Y , M AY 1st and 2nd
& ic /U K jA '
Two musical instruments which have 
come into great prominence during the 
past few years arc the ukulele and the 
taropatch ■— both popularly termed 
Hawaiian instruments.
Do you know the history of these? 
Or the difference between them? If 
not, the following information, culled 
from an influential music trade journal, 
may help you. •
In the early seventies, King Kalcalc- 
au, then King of the Hawaiian Islands, 
made a trip to Portugal for the express 
purpose of securing, it is said, several 
hundred tradesmen and mechanics, to 
whom he offered exceptional induce­
ments. Several shiploadfe of Portu­
guese returned with him, Manuel Nun­
es being one of the expert woodwork­
ers selected by the King.
Manuel Nunes had been a guitar 
maker and a repairer of musical instru­
ments in Portugal, and if you will ob­
serve the present-day ukulele you will 
note that it is a perfect facsimile of the 
old Spanish guitar, but diminutive in 
size. The native Hawaiian, however, 
was quick to adopt and gave, it its 
name, knowing that it blended so well 
with their'simple and plaintive airs.
Thd name ukulele really corresponds 
to “bouncing flea,” as the gentle strum­
ming or the rapid skipping of the fing­
ers from one end of thh instrument to 
the other is very indicative of the flea, 
hence the name.
To Manuel Nunes all credit is due, 
for he originated the ukulele from the 
Spanish guitar and other Spanish and 
Portuguese stringed instruments. 1879 
was about the date when he first ex­
hibited the ukulele in its present-day 
form, which was immediately taken up 
by royalty and became as much a part 
of the ceremonies as the Lua and Hula 
dances; ifi fact, neither was complete 
without the ukulele. For years M. 
Nunes made ukuleles and taropatches 
almost exclusively for royalty.
The taropatch is the same as the 
ukulele, only larger, and has double 
strings as the mandolin—̂it derives its 
name from the vegetable, taro, from 
which the favorite Hawaiian dish of 
poi is made. When this instrument 
was first made and used by the natives, 
they were often seen in the taro patch­
es at work, and during resting periods 
strumming this instrument; hence the 
name.
WE CAN SELL STOCKS AND BONDS-
at the game prices as any other Brokers in Canada, and you  
have advantage of dealing with a local firm.
r
LONDON STOCK EXCHANGE QUOTATIONS
are kept on file for our clients.
REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT
R E S ID E N T IA L  A N D  O R C H A R D  P R O P E R T IE S  
FO R  s a l e  O R R E N T
L istings Solicited of City Residences For Rent
INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
A ll Classes of Insurance written, including—
F IR E , L IF E , A C C ID E N T  A N D  H E A L T H , M A R IN E ,
A U T O M O B IL E
W c Represent Companies of the H ighest Standing only.
O K A N A G A N  L O A N  & IN V E S T M E N T  T R U ST  CO. 
K E L O W N A  - 7 B. C.
Several mineral claims have recently
- -  ,k,been staked in the vicinity of Verno 
mostly old locations.
H E R E  T H E Y  A R E  B O Y S ! I !
S T A M P S  O F  T H E  W O R LD
G IV E N  FREE' W IT H
S w e e te s t
C H O C O LA TE BAR S.
In each of the following Chocolate Bars is included a Foreign Post­
age Stamp. Save Twenty-five Coupon Cards and get, Free of 
Charge, a 32-pagc Stanlp Collector’s Album.
ST A M P C O LLEC TIN G
is fascinating and instructive play.
-  STA M PS G IV EN  O N LY  W IT H
S W E E T E S T  M A ID  C H O C O LA TE BA R S
Postie
Royal Mail ■ ''
Postal Packet 
Babe Ruth 
Bombo
Milk Chocolate Peanut
Sparky
O’Happy
Maple Pecan
Milk Chocolate Almond
Milk Chocolate Filbert
Sold only at
P. B. WILLITS &
PH A R M A C IS T S and S T A T IO N E R S  
'  S E E  O U R  W IN D O W
A meeting of the Associated Boards 
of Trade of Eastern B. C. will be held 
at Cranbrook on May 19-20-21, when 
the delegates will visit the Sullivan 
mine and the Kimberley concentrator.
Owing to discord in the ranks» of 
the Armstrong Municipal Council, four 
Aldermen of that city tendered their 
resignations last week, necessitating 
an election which is taking place today.
WEDNESDAY & THURS., MAY 6 & 7
IN —
s o  B I G
Go into a dark room, sit quietly, think a moment, then ask yourself 
“How big am I?’’ ' .
N ew s of the D ay and Com edy “A PO O R  FISH .'
Evening, 7.30 and 9 20c and 35c
Thursday Matinee, 3.30, 10c and 25c
FRIDAY & SATURDAY, MAY 8 & 9
M O N D A Y  & 
T U E S D A Y 4&5
Si
pi
■'3;
m
STORY BY
M ary R oberts R in eh art
W IT H  GOOD COM EDY  
NO  A D V A N C E  IN  PR IC ES
Topics of the Day, “TH E M ISFIT,” “ONE GOOD TURN,'
A N D  A PR O L O G U E  BY
M i s s  E l s i e  M c D o n a l d
A ccom panied iiy M rs. A. J. P R IT C H A R D
“'I'he Lut‘c P layer ......................   AlhVlcn
“ Ma L i’l B attcau” .............................. S trick land
Instrumental Solo
“T w o L yrics” ........................................... W riglit
“ My D ear Soul” ..............................  Saunderson
Evening, 7.30 and 9, 20c -ind 3Sc
NO  A D V A N C E  IN  PR IC E S
RinnRirnmnminminniKDit.,.̂ .,........... ... .
•.trx
i
ii
P A G E  8 E V » lf
O  IVZ4 ov Intc FKATiirts Senvfctt. Im.
THE KELOWNA
Poultry Association
I^LOUR A N D  F E E D  8T O H E  
ELLIS ST. Phono 354
Lowest prices ond highest valnea 
for dll descriptions o f^ O U L T R Y
and STOCK FOODS.
Bran and Shorts, Barley or Ofiit 
Chop, o n  Caiko Meal, Feed, FlOur, 
Com and Com Mew, OyStcr or 
Clam Shell, Baby Chick Food, Lay­
ing Mash, Scratch Food, Ponltry 
Spice.
Garden Seeds of all kinds. W e 
are sole agents for “Our Beat” 
Flour, the finest product of the 
W estern W heat Fields.
Store open Saturday Nights.
Ciml Drtf4m righl* rM*rv«<l
4* ^  t» 4> # «
;*  , '
♦ FOR RA D IO . AMATEURS ♦Jkowsky).—ICGO Little Symphony Or
*■ •S I chestra.
#  ♦  ♦  •S'*  •U'*  *8* •8* d* <8» ♦  ♦  Soprano Solos—(a) "Depuis Ic Jour,”
KGO Programme For The Week Of (Charpentier); (b)
May 3 to May 9 | ,1,,.?’ Charming-Graces
Selection, "Cavalleria Rusticana” (Mas- were chosen, .. ..«k, 
cagni); Suite, "Nut Cracker” (Tschai- that, despite his bulk and awkward ap-
was discovered
(Wilson).—^Gracc Le Page.
Orchestral Numbers ■— Descriptive
pcarance, the American buffalo is one 
of the fleetest of four-footed animals.
The riders obTained a start of twenty! Following the example of Glcnmorc, 
yards on the buffalo,' but by the time I the sportsmen of Rutland have formed 
one-eighth of a mile hfid been tr;iver-[^ gun club. A meeting for this purpose 
sed the distance between them and the! was held in the * Community Hall on
kdocyclca; 361.21 "In a Persian Market” (Kctcl-
metres) ! bey); "Album Leaf” (Wagner).—-KGO
o,,.* o I Little Symphony Orchestra,
autlday. M ay 3 > I Soprano Solos— (a) “Caro Nome,”
herd had shortened to ten yards. Many I Wednesday evening, with Mr. Felix
1C side-lines turn'- Casorso in the chair and Mr. H. Le-
. from "Rigoletto” (Verdi); "Howdy Do,
CM I Mis' springtime” (Negro Spiritual). ■—Silsley, p.D.,_pastor. ___  I Grace Le Page.
r> . T>.. 1 I.. -a i. f  \ Orchestral Numbers— "Rustic Wed
^  Ever ding Symphony (Goldmark), with com- 
haithful (Bach).—Walter B. Ken- ment by Arthur S. Garbett; “
i  1 ru  4. ‘•'Tu T T Capriccioso” (Mendelssohn); "Tann-
Doxplogy and C han t-"Jhe  Lord Is ha March (Wagner).—KGO Lit-
ni-d'e Pr-ivpr tie Symphony Orchestra.Invocation and Xord s I Soprano Solo, with orchestral ac-
Lear Not, O Israel I companiment ^— “Swanee River.” — 
(bpicker). • , ' (Grace Le Page
Responsive .Reading—Selection 48. Orchestral Numbers—"Dance Maur-
Glona Patn. I esque” (Berge); "Star Spangled Ban-
Choral Respon- Symphony Orches-
Quartette — "Let Your Light Soj ^
persons standing on the __ _____
ed away in horror from the spectacle, I Pargneux acting as secretary. The fol- 
bclicving the herd would surely over-: lowing were the elected officers: Pre- 
take the horsemen and trample them sident, Capt. C. R. Bull; Vice-Presid 
to the ground. Fortunately, the men cut, Felix Casorso; Sccretary-Trcas 
succeeded in steering their; mounts up urer, H. Le Pargneux; Field Captains, 
a narrow side canyon just ias the fran- C. J. Duncan and J. i Reid; Directors, 
tic buffalo thundered past. IC. H. Bont(, R. Haldanlc and W. F.
"The Thundering Herd” is packed Schell. Arrangements \V6fe made to
Having received'instructions frorfi the 
Trustee of the Martin A. Alsgard es­
tate, I will sell without rieserve on
THURSDAY, MAY 14th, 1925 .............. .
a t 2 p.m., in  the Lawson Block (lately Shine” (Thomas). I Under the direction of Wilda Wil
occupied, by Kerr, Ltd.) Kelowna, wQrgan Solo—“The ISwan” (Saint son Church th e lc G ^ ^
B. C., all the fixtures, candies and chm- saens). PKsem"Yo^
r b S S r S ’S^untam (Watson & ^
CampbeU), . cos. «000 .q0 ,.w i,h | < 32^^^ ..Chris,, W ho so L ^sts ''e .eS Z fd S « V h e“ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂
dory Fills.The Skies. , "Hansel and Gretel” (Humperdinck);
runs and fountain accessories I r  ® ^alse Lyrique (Sibelius); "Dancingcups: ana louiuam accessor^^^ hgion.”—Dr. Frank M. Silsley. Doll” fPoldiniV T itllahv TPhnadcl
1 handsome fumed oak Wilhs Piano, Uymn No. 453— "Jesus Calls Us, ‘‘Beauty’fEveT’’4  (Rhoads)
.nearly new. , J  O'er the Tumult.” ^  ^ S r < ^ y  M^^
-2 Showcases, 6 O x 4 6 , m heavy plate Benediction arid Choral Amen. - j 8 00 om
. _J^lnss; co^_^200.00 each. j Postlude— “March Solenelle” ! PART l'
1 Showcase’3'6''xT0'' with marble top. n  ♦ k, v r rS  T +*1 Concert programme by the alumnaeeye L  >-t by KGO Little of the College of the Pacific, Stockton.
1 Davton Scafe Symphony .Orchestra. Carl Rhodeham- Cal. The following persons will be 
riater el conducting; assisted by Arthur S. heard: Virginia L; Short, Jean Mad-
,18 Ice Cream Tables 
maple tbps
1 Mahogany Cash Register.
.1 Nickel Cash Register.
.10 Booths and Seats.
.34 Austrian"Bent' 'Wood Chairs. 
•4 Porcelain Fountain Stools.
1 Oak Counter.
1 large Norris Safe, 3'0" x 2'6". 
I  Re “  ■t mington Typewriter, v 
1 Oak Roll-top Desk.
Garbett and guest artist.
Orchestral Numbers—Waltz, “Love 
Tears” (Rodolphe); Trauiuerei and 
Romance. (Schumann); Overture. "Sa- 
kuntala” (Goldmark).— KGO Little 
Symphony Orchestra.
Tenor Solos—(a) "My Soul Is A- 
thirst for God,” from “The Holy Citir” 
(Gaul); (b) "Passing By” (Purcell).1 large Oak Refrigerator, cost $85.00. j)
• i  t- ‘ Orchestral Numbers — Aragonaise,
.2 Candy^making Slabs. . from “Le Cid” (Massenet); Valse
_2 large Copper Candy Kettles. Triste (Sibelius); with comment by
1 - Candy burnace. Arthur S Garbett
1 4-burner Oil stove with back oven. Tenor ' Solos—(a) "Spirito GCntil.” 
Large quantity of Kitchen Utmisils, f^om “La Favorita” (Donizetti); fb) 
Kitchen^Table, Glassware, China ..j pj^ch My Lonely Caravan at 
: Cups and Laucers and Plates, Cho- (Coates).—D. A. Ervin.
colates. Chocolate Ba^,  ̂Biscuits, Orchestral Number — Suite, Casse 
Gum, Candies, C^udy Bottles, Or- Noisette, No. 2 (Tschaikowsky). 
ange' Crush Canteens, Vases, 7 30 p.m.—Service of the First Pres- 
Scoops and numerous other articles byterian Church, Oakland, 
usual to an Ice peam  and Light Cathedral Chimes—"Rockingham. 
Refreshment Parlour.  ̂ Organ Prelude—"Adagio Symphonie
_ Special, attention is called to this Pathetique” (Tschaikowsky).—"Walter 
.Sale, as these goods are practically new g Kennedy
..and have only been a short time in use. choir Hyiim—"Softly Now the Light
Terms may be arranged on the Soda Oav ” *
Fountain; other items will be cash. Hyni'n No. 134— “Sun of My Soul.”
T his IS a first-class opportunity for I Scripture Lesson.
confectioners, etc., to equip themselves 
with No. 1 fixtures.
Will be sold 111 small lots to suit 
purchasers.
' G. H. KERR - - Auctioneer
37-2c
‘The Lord Is My Rock’
BAILIFF’S SALE
Anthem 
(Rogers).
Prayer and Choral Response.
Organ Offertory— Pastorale (Scar­
latti),
Anthem— “God to Whom We- Look 
Up Blindly.” ,
Hymn No. 247— “Majestic Sweet­
ness Sits Enthroned.”
Sermon— "The Snare o3 the Soft 
South \Vind.”—Dr. Frank M. Silsley. 
Hymp No. 246— "All Hail the Pow-Undcr and by virtue of a warrant of, - „
distress for rent to recover the sum of cr of Jesus Name.
$1,051.75^and costs, charges, and ex-, Benediction and Choral Amen 
penses, I_havc seized, and will sell by Organ Postlude Festal March 
Public Auction; at my (Monteith). _
AUCTION MART, Pendozi Street, Organ Recital— Kammenou ^n r  ' row. by radio request (Rubinstein)-
o A»T>TTT!>T̂Axr •» A A v  o 'j  t rtoc {Audantiiio (Floyd W. St. Claire),SATURDAY, MAY. 2nd, 1925 [Triumphal March, from “Naaman’
at 2.30 p.m., the following goods and (Costa).—Walter B. Kennedy.
chattels:— j Anthem—“Glorious Is Thy Name,
Team Perchcron Mares, 9 and .10-years, I from the Twelfth Mass (Mozart).- 
cost $500.00. The Temple Choir.
Holstein Cow, heavy milker. MnnHav Mav 4
Part Jersey Cow, due to freshen, 4j aOO p .m ^
sen Schellbach, Ardio M. Carter, Lyle, 
F, Campbell and Bernice Brooks 
. PART II.
'Welsh programme, by Crockett, Cal­
ifornia, Welsh Male Singers: three ten­
ors, three basses; assisted by Shirley 
Dobbert,. violinist, and Gwendolyn 
Hughes, pianist.
Chorus—“March of the Men of Har­
lech.”—Crockett Welsh Male Singers.
Violin Solo—Meditation from “Thais” 
(Massenet).—Shirlfey Dobbert.
Chorus—“Crusaders” (Protheroe).— 
Crockett Welsh Male Singers.
Trio—“Lift Thine Eyes,” from “Eli­
jah” (Mendelssohn).—-Two tenors and 
bass.
Piano Solo—Prelude in C minor 
(Chopin).^Gwendolyn Hughes.
Choruses—“Awn i ben yr wyddfa 
fawr” ; “Myfanwy” (Dr. Parry); “The 
Long Day Closes” (Sullivan).
PART III
Violin Solo—Romance (Svendsen). 
—Dorothy Crowell. ..
Soprano Solos—(a) “ The Little Da- 
mozel” (Novello); (b) “The Maiden’s 
Song” (Meyer-Helmund).—Betty Bib- 
bins.
Tenor Solos—(a) “Dream Girl”
from start to finish with thrilling inci- buy traps. There is a membership of 
dents and dynamic action. The whole- forty already and the aim is to get 100. 
sale slaughter of the American bison (We understand that Mr. Axel Eutin 
is realistically pictured, explaining why has kindly offered the use of some of 
the vast herds that roamed the plains his land for shooting, 
in 1876 hjavc vanished. A battle bet- •  * *
ween Indians and whites, in which five . The Rutland Girl Guides and Brown- 
hundred Arapahocs form the attackers, Mes attended the Girl Guides’ Rally in 
also provides intense thrills, and there Kelowna last Saturday afternoon, the 
arc other exciting scenes in plenty, as former putting on country and other 
may be judged by> the following brief dancing as their contribution, and the 
synopsis pf this picture-play which no latter elves’ dance and flag action song, 
over of western romance should miss.(All who took part did credit to the 
Synopsis - painstaking training of Miss E. Wil-
At Sprague’s Trading Post, in the son. Th^Guides and Brownies met at 
spring of 1876, scores of buffalo hun- the School in the morning and were 
ters'are outfitting in preparation for u taken down town and back by Mr. 
long drive to the buffalo plains of the Chambers, who took their pictures be- 
Far West. fore they went. No one who was pre-
Among the newcomers is Tom Doan, j sent at the Rally could fail to be im- 
a stalwart youth, fresh from a farm in pressed at the smart appearance of the 
Kansas, who joins a party of hunters Guides and the good programriie which 
headed by Clark Hudnall. While a-(the different troops of Guides aiid 
waiting the arrival of the other mem-( Brownies put on, 
hers of the company, Tom meets and
SrOCKWELL'S ITD.
GENERAL MERCHANTS 
Phofte 324
LAWN
“Reliable” 14-in, 
4 blades....... $ 10.95
GYRO WHIRL, MAY 7th 
Scout Hall
Come and have a good time. 
Tickets, $1.00
Pacific The 
farmers 
Milk
m
The farmers of Fraser Val­
ley are doing a difficult thing: 
conducting a co-operative bu­
siness. Pacific Milk is a pro­
duct of this co-operation. Ev­
ery farmer is interested in it 
and the aim of all is to give it 
the highest quality that care 
and modern methods can be­
stow upon an evaporated milk.
falls in love with Milly Fayre,,who is, TH E VALUE OF 
included in a, caravan captained by] rniwiWTTTVTTT'v
Randall Jett, a bully, gambler and all-1 COMMUNITY SINGING
around bad man. Jett’s party moves oh
before Tom has an opportunity to see 
Milly again
The caravan to which Tom belongs 
is finally assernbled and they line out 
f tr  the buffalo plains. Days lengthen 
into weeks,- weeks into m on ths.S tir 
they forge ahead.
At last the buffalo! They are in 
countless numbers. The slaughter
starts. Th^ men shoot until their guns 
are too not to hold. The plains are
dotted with carcasses. Tom becomes 
disgusted with the wholesale massacre. 
He cares little about money derived 
rpm the sale of the hides, ■ His one 
thought is centred on Milly, pf whom 
le has seen no sign since they parted.
One day,-while strolling by a river, 
le meets her. There is a moment’s 
pause, and then, impulsively, they rush 
into each other^s arms. Milly explains 
that Jett is her guardian, having mar­
ried her mother, whom he sent to an 
early grave through abuse.
The reunion of the young lovers is 
suddenly interrupted by the unexpected 
appearance of Jett and two of his men. 
In the gun nght that follows, Tom is 
shot and severely wounded. Milly is 
hustled away by Jett, who moves on 
immediately with his outfit. Tom man
(Schertzinger); (b)“ Look Down, Dear [ ages to drag himself back to camp 
Eyes” (Fisher).—Jennings Pierce. I and, in time, recovers.
Instrumental Selections.—Ramon O 
den Spanish and Hawaiian Players.
WILD BUFFALO IN
“TH E THUNDERING HERD”
Two Thousand Great ''American Bisons 
• Are Seen In Spectacular Film
years old 
Durham Co\y, 4 years, milking. 
Holstein Heifer.
Double Set of Harness.
Davenport Iron Wagon.
Bet heavy Adams Sleighs. 
Massey-Harris Mower.
- Set Spring Tooth Harrows.
Orchard Extension Disc.
Oliver two-way Plough, i\pw.
Set Lever Harrows.
- Cockshutt Walking Plough.
Espinal Potato Planter.
Single horse Cultivator.
. Set 4-ton Springs.
Planet Junior Hand Seeder.
Hand Cultivator. Horse Collars.
■ 60 ft. Ij4-in. Galvanized Pipe.
Domo Cream Separator.
Chatham Incuba'tor. /
f6Q Chickens; and other goods too nu­
merous to mention.
All goods ill first-class condition. 
Terms of Sale: Cash 
G. H. KERR - Bailiff 
' I will also sell at the same time and 
place the following:— 
iFord Truck in A1 condition.
Ford Light Delivery. Large Feed Box. 
Foo'tpowcr Grindstone.
. 2 Double Wagons. 3 Ploughs.
G. H. KERR - - Auctioneer
37-lc
The ladder of Life ts fuU^of splinters
but \vc never realize it until we begin 
ito. slide down.—Ex. Keep Climbing.
Educational programme.
Orchestral Music—“II Trovatore” 
(Verdi).—Arion Trio.
Agricultural Course—“Present Stat­
us of the Fruit Beverage Industry.”—̂ 
J. H. Irish, Assistant Professor of 
Fruit Products. College of Agriculture, 
Uiiivcrsity of California.
Orchestral Music Floral Dance 
(Moss).—Arion Trio.
“A Lesson in English.”—Wilda Wil­
son Church.
Piano Solo—Turkish March (Bee­
thoven).—Joyce Holloway Bar^thclsou.
“The Influence of Music Mentally.” 
—Virginia White Lockhart.
Orchestral Music— Andante Canta- 
bilc (Tschaikowsky).—Arion Trio.
“ The Nou-mctallic Industrial Miner­
als of the Western States.”— C. M. 
Rcdfcrn.
Orchestral Music—"Finiculi-iFinicu- 
la” (Denza).—Arion Trio.
“Chats About New Books.”—Joseph 
Henry Jackson,
Orchestral Music—Andante (Gluck). 
—Arion Trio.
Tuesday, May 5 
8.00 p.m.
Programme by the KGO Little Sym­
phony Orchestra, Carl RKbdchamcI 
conducting; as.sjstcd by Arthur S. Gar­
bett, musical interpretative writer, and 
Grace Le Page, soprano.
Orchestral Numbers— Waltz, "On 
the Beautiful Hudson” (Hermann); 
Overture. "Poet and P‘msant” (Suppe);
r
Two thousand enormous, shaggy 
buffalo thundering along in a crazy 
stampede, making the earth quiver un­
der the pounding of their hoofs 1 Few 
people of the present day have ever 
seen such a sight, outside of old-timer's 
who lived on the great American am 
Canadian prairies prior to the whole 
sale slaughter of these splendid animals 
in the late 70’s that wiped them out in 
their hundreds of thousands. Fortun­
ately, a bare remnant was preserved 
from destruction in both countries and, 
provided with suitable environment in 
a state of naturb but under ^vatchful 
care, the surviving buffalo have multi­
plied until they now- number several 
thousands.
Roaming great game reservations in 
perfect freedom and unmolested by hu­
man agency, the animals are as wild as 
they werg fifty years ago and they will 
a:*ack any one who is not on horse­
back They still stampede frantically 
when a panic seizes them, and in so- 
curing some of the wonderful scones 
in "The Thundering Herd,” which will 
be presented at the Empress Theatre 
on Friday, and Saturday, May 1st and 
2nd, the players, director and camera­
men had to risk their lives to obtain 
the desired effects, with the result that 
the pictures faithfully portray the char 
ging buffalo with all the realism of 
their prototypes of fifty years-past.
In one part of the film a spectacular 
stampede of the buffalo is shown as 
taking place in a narrow valley. The 
cameras were erected behind huge 
embankments of rocks and trees direct­
ly in the path of the herd. "When the 
buffalo reached the obstruction, the 
animals in front were unabje to veer 
aside and were driven into the em­
bankment by those pressing, behind. 
In the wild scramble that followed, 
the photographers actually braved 
death in protecting their cameras and 
the precious film contained therein.
Upon another occasion, the action 
called for several of the players to ride 
before the onriiSliing herd. For this 
scene, the swiftest horses ' available
The winter snows begin to fall and 
this, coupled with the fact that rumours 
have reached them that the Indians are 
rising, prompts the buffalo hunters to 
leave for Sprague’s Post. Hudnall de­
lays his return and, while out hunting, 
is slain by the Indians. The latter then 
attack the caravan. .There is a terrific 
battle in which Tom turns the tide of 
victory by making his way to an out­
lying ammunition wagon when the 
white men are out of cartridges.'
Meanwhile, a quarrel arises in the 
Jett camp which develops into a bit­
ter fight in which all 'are killed. Milly 
makes her escape in a wagon but is 
discovered and pursued by a band of 
Indians.
I t is becoming widely recognized to 
day that group singing-—or community 
singing, as many people term it—makes 
for closer co-operation, kindlier Reeling 
and more effective 'work. This is evi­
dent on all sides.
At trade conventions, at clubs’ func­
tions, in industry, in religious life, in 
boys’ organizations, etc.— wherever 
people congregate—community singing 
undoubtedly has this effect.
This idea was brought out very forc­
ibly not long ago by a prominent work­
er among Canadian boys. He was 
speaking before a boys’ work leaders’ 
training class, and here were his words: 
'Group singing should have a real 
place in our programme. Not the kind 
of hit or miss singing that we so often 
hear, but singing that has baclj: of it h 
purpose.
‘Group singing is something that 
you cannot secure without co-opera­
tion. That is why the members of a 
churchv camp, or group that sing well, 
also work welj, together. Show me a 
camp of boys that sing well and I will 
show you a camp of boys that can put 
most anything across.
We should encourage singing on the 
part of the group, if for no other rea­
son than it develops a group conscious­
ness, a group solidarity, a group spirit
Fraser Valley Milk Producors 
Association
(PACKERS OF PACIFIC MILK
Head Office: Vancouver, B.C.
Phone 132
Ellis Street Kelowna
BLUE RIBBON
T P  A 75c
GOOD BULK  
TEA .... ........
MALKIN’S 
BEST TEA .. 80c
Free R ^ipe Book—Write The 
Borden Co., Limited, Vancouver,
GREAT WEST  
TEA
COMPANIES ACT R. S. B. C. 1924 
AND AMENDING ACT.
LANKA  
TEA ..
TAKE NOTICE that at the expir­
ation of four weeks from the first pub­
lication of this notice Mantle & Wil­
son, Limited, will apply to the Regis­
trar of Joint Stock Companies, Parlia­
ment Buildings, Victoria, British C0I-, 
umbia, for permission to change its 
A ^  Larruthers & Wilson, Limited. 
DATED at Kelowna, British Col- 
umbia. this 25th day of April, 1925.
MANTLE & WILSON, LIM ITED 
By H. G. M. Wilson,.
. Secretary,
f irs t publication of this Notice 
April 30th, 1925. 37-4c
NOTICE
Portland Canal iViining District
Our slatlstJcnl department has. compiled, and - we wU! mall
FREE ON REQUEST 
A LARGE COLORED MAP
and other valuable Information regarding recent Important dlB- coyerles and actlvltle.s In ihla, British Columbia’s richest, gold 
and silver producing district
GRANT MAHOOD &  CO. LTD.
Members Vancouver Stock 
Exchange
522-S25 Rogers Building. 
VANCOUVER. B. C.
.Active in All Mining Stork.-'.We Buv and Sell .Vll Si'fi-f"-
iSSESKBOj
The snow and continued activity of 
the hunters have started the great herd 
of buffalo on a wild stampede. The 
Indians -arc about to overtake Milly 
when the stampede cuts them off, but 
the girl now finds herself in peril from 
the charging buffalo. As she gallops 
the horses at top speed, the wagon is ing embers Of a 
wrecked and she is thrown in front of
N TH E MATTER of the Adminis- 
rtation Act, and of the estate of Nagina 
Singh, late of Kelowna, B.C.
N O TIC E is ^hereby given that by 
Order of His Honour Judge J. D.
L t . 1  dated the 17th dav of Docein-Before we can have harmony ,5 our her. 1925, I was appointed Administra- 
singing, we must learn how to harmon- tor of above estate, 
ize. Good singing only becomes pos-j parties indebted to said estate 
sible when individuals merge thelf per- 9̂ P''^y/“ch indebtedness
sonalitta ,he common whole. If cla,■ms^nS',':ri'said 
Singing means anything at all, it means to deliver or to send to me by post 
co-operation. > prepaid, full particulars thereof, duly
The writer has had a number of particulars^of sLu?iHe4 i?a?^Ticlc^ 
years experience conducting camps for them, on or before June 6th, 1925. ^
boys. He has yet to discover anything] And notice s further given tliat after 
that can equal sing’ng as a means of  ̂ ''''H proceed I
developing a fine camp spirit to distribute the assets of the .said cst-1
A ^ ^ ate among the parties entitled thereto /
Anyone who has sat around the dy- j rcg.-ird only to the claims o f -
F o r  B a b y ’s  B a th
More than that of any other 
member of the family, baby’s 
tender, delicate skin needs the 
greatest care and attention. The 
soft soothing oils in Baby’s Own 
Soap make it specially suitable 
for babies, and its clinging fra­
grance reminds one of the roses of 
France which help to inspire it.
“Its best for you anJ Baby too” tr-xs
WATER NOTICE
It 
provi
camp fire and merged  ̂ *1’*̂*̂ have had notice, and I
others as they sang in liable for any part of 1J ,  J , , ------ - - Jjicir souls withthe maddened herd. 1 • . . .  . , — .... — ..... m u.-rmins
is at this crucial moment that T o m '-T '? "  = °" '' f T ' -l-Ofe claims uotici shall ..nt^tavc'he,'”
idcntially appears. In the nick a vvondcrful f.actor smg ng is m received f).y me at the time of such dis-l
Diversion and Use
time he snatches her up into the sad-1‘̂ ^'^^loping the sou! life of a group, 
die and rides with Ijcr up a steep snow 
slide as the buffalo thunder past.
The following morning, Tom and 
Milly, happily reunited, return to civili­
zation.
trilnition.
TAKE NOTICFi that Janu.s and 
Joseph Murray, whoso addre.s.  ̂ is Ke-
FOUR TRAGEDIES— __  0
A man struck a match to see if the 
gasoline tank was empty. It wasn’t.
Another man touched a trolley wire 
to if it was alive. It was ,
A man jurrtped out of a boat to sec 
if he could swim. He couldn’t.
A man cut out his advertis iig"to see 
if he could make more m ney. IJc 
didn’t.—Empeco !’• 1 cr '
THE MASTER B
The jerry builder took a friend to 
scc*a row of houses he had jii.st erected. 
The friend took up his position in one 
house wh'lc the builder went next door.
“Can you hear me. Bill?” he remark­
ed through the dividing wall.
“Yc.s,” was the answer.
"Can you.'"'' mk.?”
"No,” w,is •
"There’s xv 
proud builder.
^7-6c J dcscrilied .-is Iiitrdc: G, VVat<;r Rights 
Map 8401, ami will be used tV-r irnfja-'
“PROVINCIAL ELRtTION.S-.4CT” j ; ; '’? « K o f l K "  &
j Hoad. This notice was po'^ted on the 
Aground on the 2nd day of April. 192.5.South Okaiu^fiin Electoral Di.strict.
MPiTTf ir- 1 I • , r . A copy of tills notice and an ai)i)l cation
(in Mojid---^ o.  ̂ I l.u'r.suant llicreto and to (he "Water
of vot'-i-i f<ir tlic said elector; 
dnstrict, and of liearln;: and determining 
.iny ,i:td .ill iihjee'a iis lo the retention 
(>f :iiiy name on the said list, or to the 
re,rr,s:r;i' on ;o, a voter of .my atipHcarit 
"̂ or rcgistr.'.timi; and for the other pur­
poses set forth in the” Provincial Elec­
tions Act.”
Dated at Kelowna, B.C, this 6th day 
of April, 192.5.
D. H. RATTENBURY, 
Registrar of Votcr.s. South Okanagan 
Electoral District
36-4c.
.omjitrollcr of Water Rights, 
T'arliameiil Buildings, icibnVi. B. C, 
within thirty days after the first ap­
pearance of this notice in a local nevv,(.- 
I,aper. Tlie date of the fir.st jiuhlicafkni 
of this notice i.s April 2nd, 1925.
JAMES and JOSEPH MURRAY. 
Applicants.
By James Murray, Agent.
33-5p
m
A new golf course has been laid out 
at Princeton.
THURSDAY, APRIL 30th, 1925
PAQS KIOHT
f
M r . H. JE N SE N , of Norway, w ho called to  see us during the past week, a very interesting talkw . 
He has travelled a great deal but still ebntends 
that Norway is the country above all others. 
“There is no such thing in Norway as goitre,” he says, be­
cause the people cat an almost exclusively salt fish diet 
which contains the necessary amount of iodine taken trom  
the sea salt to supply the glands
possibility. For instance, take our C A N N E D  FR E SH  
m a c k e r e l . It never sees fresh water as it is even  
washed before canning in Norway’s deep, cold, blue sea 
water.”
' Mr. Jensen is the agent fo r  N O R S E  C R O W N  F I S H
and sold us another shipment of Norse Crown B n slm g  
(Sardines) in pure olive oil, Norse Crown Fat Herring in 
Tom ato Sauce, Norse Crown Soused Mackerel, Norse 
Crown Fresh Mackerel, Norse Crown Kippered Herring 
and Norse Crown Mackerel in Tom ato Sauce. Every can 
of Norse Crown Fish w e sell is guaranteed to  please—or 
we pay your money back.
COWAN’S, of Toronto, have not been content to excel in making
MILK CHOCOLATE lUPU BUDS
which they have done for many years, but have many other lines of 
MILK CHOCOLATES as well. The newest oncs arc Crown Jev^ 
ela and Nut Cubes, Maple Buds, Crown Jewels, N ut Cubes, L u ^ h  
Bars, Medallions and Emblems In Milk Chocolate^
Per pound ................ ..... .............. ................ ........ ............. .......
Cowan's Chocolate Ginger and Crystallized Ginger at 75 cents a
pound arc both popular sellers and easy to cat. _  
Seems to us that Cowan's Is the smoothest and most enjoyable of
all Milk Chocolates.
C.N;I.B. B room s
In other words, Brooms made by the Canadian National InstituteXKI UlHvl VWIVIÔ 444UV4S>> f • f £ '
for the Blind at Vancouver. It is simply marvellous to think of re­
turned men who have lost their sight Ovtirseas doings this wOrlc aslUUIUU W*IW IlttVV, 4VSM. ».4.̂ 44 -- '" O '---  ----------
well, if not better than men with full seeing power. They are very 
proud of their product and contend that C. N. I. B. Brooms are 
superior made and longer lasting than any other brooms.
95 cents, $1.00 and $1.25 each; and a 
specially Strong Rattan Broom at $1.25 each or $13.00 a dozen, suit­
able for warehouse, barns or other rough floors.
K EEP YOUR FUNNY BONE IN SHAPE FOR 
TH E GYRO W HIRL
Fun and More Fun. May 7th at Scout Hall.
McKenzie Co., ltd a
P H O N E  214
NIOH QUALITY - - ATTRACTIVE PRICES
That is a combination hard to beat—and 
a combination nowhere so marked as in
our
FLO U R  A N D  F E E D  D E P A R T M E N T .
W e Recommend-
IM P E R IA L  F E R T IL IZ E R  (3-10-7) ,very attractive price
on this line.
B A B Y  CHICK FO O D  
Give them the b e s t ------  W e have it!
Q U A K ER  F L O U R  A N D  CER EALS
Fruit Go., Ltdi
Free City Delivery
K E L O W N A , B. C.
Phone 67
tx- V- • •
y .X A •' • S
'S \ \
N V Vi. . /* V
l". ' *V'j::
.U V.  ̂ ■.''V . •" ^
, ''-r  ,yy> A .-vV\
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DUKE OF YORK HUNTING TN EAST AFRICA
♦  4* <t> ❖  •fr ♦
: SPORT ITEMS :
BASKETBALL
Pinal Game Tonight For Canadian 
Senior Title
Ottawa RIddaus, Eastern champions, 
„pn the first of a two*gainc scrie.s for 
tile Canadian senior title against Van
coiivcr Varsity, who defeated Edmoii- 
c We ........................ .
v ao r aiv viv.̂ x.cv's.v,
ton for the stern championship, the 
.score being 28-18, in the contcfit played 
Tuesday in the Vancouver Arena.
The second tussle will take place to­
night, tot.al points on the two g.imcs 
to decide the winners, Ottawa are 
playing an exhibition fixture in Kam- 
ioopB on Saturday,^ Mpy 2nd, on their 
way back to the East.
La c r o s s e
Practice Games Now Being Held
Lacrosse practices have been held 
twice this week, and on Tue.sdays and
Fridays, at 6i30 sliarp, there will be• __*___workouts in prepanation for the first 
game, which will probably be staged 
here on May 24th.
Several new players are turning out
and a number of younger stick hand­
lers are showing an interest by atten­
dance at practices. Manager Roddy 
Watt has' secured equipment in the 
way of sticks, and at each practice in­
stead of a group shooting in on 'one 
net, a scratch game is played, which 
gives the players more opportunity to 
show their skill. The selection of 
“rep" teams will be left until every 
player has had an opportunity of prac­
tice. .
MUSIC AS A BRAIN-KEST
By Arthur Maoon
BASEBALL
Club Holds Annual Meeting Tomorrow 
Night
Following thp reebnimendation of a 
preliminary meeting, the annual gath­
ering of the Kelovvna Baseball Club 
will be held at Sutherland & Tocknell’s 
tomorrow evening, at 8*p.m, At the 
first meeting there were so few suppor­
ters of baseball present, and in view of 
the doubt as to what other centres 
were doing in basebalT this summer, 
that it was decided to endeavour to 
haye all supporters of the game at the 
meeting tomorrow night. Players and 
those interested arc earnestly invited to 
attend and to ,decide what steps will be 
taken to have baseball represented dur­
ing the coming summer. Several mem­
bers of last year’s team have been out 
practicing, and it is possible to place a 
team in the field, provided the necess­
ary support is forthcoming.
After the Valley League meeting to­
day, there will be an understanding as 
to whether or not Arnistrong and Ver­
non could enter an Okanagan Valley 
Baseball League, and the report of the 
baseball delegates will be*presented at 
Friday’s gathering.
CRICKET
Schedule For The Season
May
June
July
Aug.
Final adoption of a schedule for the 
Kelowna and District Cricket League 
by the executive has resulted in the 
season’s activities being slated as fol­
lows — I
3 ........... . G.W.V.A. vs. City
10 ..............  Mission vs. S.O.E.
17 .............  ....S.O-.E. vs. City
24 ......... Mission, vs. G.W.V.A.
31 .....,-.... S.O.E. vs. G.W.V.A.
7 ................ Occidental vs. City
14 .............   Mission vs. City
21 ...... G.W.V.A. vs. Occidental
28 ........ Occidental vs. Mission
5 ..........  Occidental vs. S.O.E.
12 .............. G.W.V.A. vs. City
19 '.............. Mission vs. S.O.E.
26 ...................  S.O.E. vs. City
2 j.........  Mission vs. G.W.V.A.
9 ............ S.O.E. vs. G.W.V.A.
16 ..............  Occidental vs. City
23 .................  Mission vs. City
30 ..... G.W.V.A. vs. Occidental
6 .........  Occidental vs. Mission
13 ........  Occidental vs. S.O.E.
In the event of a team failing to field
a side, the game shall be forfeited to 
their opponents, unless three days’ no­
tice in writing be given to the League 
and club secretaries.
Teams shall select their own •um­
pires. and shall report the result of each 
match to the League secretary.
The secretaries of the clubs engaged 
shall make t|icir own arrangements for 
the time to start play, one innings to 
constitute a league match, which shall 
be decided on the result at the end of 
that time.
Members are requested to clip and 
retain this schedule and the rules of 
the League for future reference. The 
schedule is somewhat complicated on 
account of the Occidental being un­
able to field a team until after June 1, 
but the committee have evolved the 
fairest way that could be found out of 
the difficulty.
Sept.
OKANAGAN VALLEY LEAGUE
Annual Meeting At Armstrong Today
Representatives of lacrosse, baseball 
and football are attending the annual 
meeting of the Okanagan Valley 
League today, which this yearns being 
held in Armstrong.
Preparation for the season’s activi­
ties in those branches of sport will be 
made, and following this , meeting ac­
tive steps will be taken to place sudi 
teams in the field as may he required 
liy the schedules which will lie drawn 
up at the Armstrong gathering.
EXPLAINED
■‘Waiter, thic coffee is notiiing but 
lin’d."
"' ’̂cs sir. it was gromul this morn- 
mi*,' —\'oo Doo.
BE APPROPRIATE
This photograph shows lI.R.H. resting under a temporary shelter 
and ♦nioyiiig ;i cup of tea with Capt. Pat Ayrc, his companion white hun- 
ti.r, while hunting: big game in Fast Africa. The Duke of York has had 
lair'.v v'ood sfceess. having bagged rhinoccrus and plenty of smaller game.
“Smile!” commanded the photo­
grapher—“You look too mournful."
“But,' I'm going to use this in my 
husincss advertising,” the subject pro­
tested.
“Well, don’t you think it would he 
better lor your business if you didn’t 
look so .solemn?”
"No." was the surprising reply. 
“VV’ho in thunder would hire a grinn­
ing undertaker?”
—Good Hardware.
Music’s place in education and its 
claim as an art arc assured. Few edu­
cationists dispute tlic yaluc of music as 
a subject to be worked at, and all intelli­
gent people know tliat niuoic lias a tech­
nical side of wide range and no small 
complexity. But wc do well to remem­
ber sometimes that it is not only that. 
As a great art it is worthy to have, and 
it lias had, engaged upon it the noblest 
intellectual effort. Its p6wcr to enlarge 
the mind and to expand the imaginative 
faculty, to.stir the emotions and to exalt 
the spiritual energies, is such as has 
commanded for it its present place in 
the schools. But music is a many-si^cd 
benefaction. It is not only educative. 
It is enjoyable. The study of music is 
by no means the one and, only road to 
possession of its offerings. Interest m 
music, pleasure in music, arc possible 
to, and arc the poscssion of, millions for 
wjiom the art and science of music arc, 
and will remain mysteries tlicy have no 
desire to fathom. For the vast major­
ity, indeed, music is recreation, or past­
ime, and nothing more, and merely as 
mental refreshment it plays a part in 
life, the value of which is incalculable.
Mental Rcfrcsliinent
This is not to say that refreshment is 
not to be had from the study of music. 
Of course it is. Mental refreshment 
comes: by many ways. The brain- 
weary man is often refreshed by turn­
ing from the subject which is his life s 
occupation, not to frivolity, but to an 
other subject of , intellectual calibre. 
He is refreshed by the stimulus of a 
new set of mental interests. The study 
of music—the study, that is, of music’s 
technical detail—-offers mental interests 
ill abundance. Best of all, it assures to 
the student music’s greatest and most 
permanent pleasures.
Brain-workers often are not refresh 
ed, but are jaded, by a sudden change 
^rom the mental effort of their work 
to pastime which demands po menta 
eflort ’at all—to idleness, that is to say. 
Few of them risk that. The majority 
sQck the refreshment of interests which 
do not break off, sharply, but dimin­
ish by degrees, the mental pressure set 
up by their work. Such interests wiT 
easily be recalled,—social intercourse, 
conversation, the: theatre, reading, in­
door and outdoor games. The great 
popularity, for example, of golf, bil-r 
lards, card-games, is accounted for in 
large measure by the fact that they are 
of value as mental refreshment.
Music's Power to Soothe.
Music, listened to just for the passing 
pleasure of it, is another oLthese inter; 
ests whose value is. in their power to 
ease the strain of things, to lift from 
the brain the depression laid upon it 
by mental toil, to chase away, or at 
least to lessen, the headache, or the 
heartache, of w’orry or over-work.
None of the recreative interests nam­
ed surpasses music in this/regard of its 
offering of mental .refreshment. The 
theatre, and reading, it is true, offer it 
by an immense variety of appeal—rang­
ing from the friyolitites of the music- 
hall, or the “shilling shocker,” to the 
finest splendours of the dramatic art 
and of literary genms. But so does 
music. The tired brain-worker, desir­
ing nothing else than to be soothed and 
refreshed, has available to him a wealth 
of simple melody, the beauties of which 
indeed arc manifold, but seem to haye 
been sent singing into the world for 
that very purpose of refreshing the 
mind when it is weary. And the listen 
er coming to it for the sake of its 
easefulqess may rise upon the rising 
levels of music through s^ndard after 
standard of musical art, and on the 
highest summits of that art still -be 
soothed and refreshed by such voices 
as those of Bach, Mozart, Beethoven 
Schubert—speaking their great thoughts 
it may be, in sounds that can never be 
wholly understood, but sounds, never 
theless. that have sung immortal tunes 
for the solace and the heartening of us 
all.
Brain-Workers and Music
More and more the brain-working 
mctT of today arc finding in music an 
interest worth while. Less and less is 
music discounted by them as agree­
able enough diversion for tbc;r wom­
enfolk, and not unprofitable pursuit for 
tlieir children, but of no slightest val­
ue for themselves,—or for any men save 
those peculiar people, th(}*musicians.
The widespread use of wireless, and
of mechanical home-instruments w;hieh 
now arc really instruments of music 
and unload their treasures to wlioin- 
soever will sit down and listen awhile, 
has done more than Was done in cent­
uries of music-making outside the 
home, or by means of laborious effort 
within it, to attract men to music. Lit­
tle by little , thfc walls of indifference 
and of disbelief arc crumbling. Let a 
jrain-working man once begin to take 
pleasure at home in reproductions of 
the music of dances and of popular 
songs, and lie Is on the way to become 
a lover of the real music, the music of 
the real composers. An experiment or 
two-with, the record of an opera aria, 
or a violin solo, or with the player- 
piano roll of a great pianist playing 
something with musical substance in 
it,—and recognition of music as an in­
comparable cnd-of-thc-day companion 
is not far-off even from the least sus­
ceptible brain-worker, or from the bus­
iest of business men immersed in his 
problems and his cares. The charm of 
it is too patent for disbelief. T'hc re­
freshment of it is too obvious for 
doubt.
Manual -Workers and Music 
Manual-workers, too, no less than 
brain-workers, need music as a refresh 
ment Of the sfiirit. The musical socict 
ies, the bands, the choirs, of the fac 
torics, witness conclusively both to 
music’s value in this regard and to the 
recognition of its value alike by em­
ployers and employed. In many cen­
tres of industry music is happily estab­
lished as a proven source of refreshing 
recreation. • '
This power of it to relieve, to sustain, 
to refresh, is not so effectively active 
where workers are less organized and 
more scattered. The workers in ^the 
fields, the village workers, the indus­
trialists of the small towns, need music 
for' this purpose of their beneficial re­
creation, and for the most part, if they 
are to have it at all, they must make or 
find it for themselves, or it must be 
provided for them. Many of them do 
make or find it for themsel'ves, but
there is opportunity everywhere for in­
valuable service to the toil-weary men 
and women of the leaser or the scatter­
ed industries by those who arc able 
to take music to them. Among the most 
beneficent activities imaginable ipre 
those that send singers and players to 
the villages, that establish village mus­
ic-clubs, th.it provide music in wliat- 
cver form for a class of people who 
need it as much as any and assuredly 
arc not the least appreciative of its 
power upon them.
Mtisic'Nas brain-rcstt Forgtet, awhile, 
music as something that demands 
study, music as an art, music as a 
science. Think of it only as a pleasure 
tluit soothes as much as it Cluirms, aB 
u hculingiaud solacing medicine of the 
spirit, as a coolness and a balm for 
tired heart and heated brow. It is all 
that
During January and February of this 
year 440 free grant homesteads were 
taken up. in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, 
Alybcrta and British Columbia, a few 
less than tlio record for the same per­
iod last year. The official report shows 
that 217 were taken up in Saskatch- 
evvan and 140 in Alberta. In the same 
period 87 soldier grants were thken up, 
these, with the homesteads, represent­
ing approximately 84,320 acres.
W E  H A V E  A PU R C H A SER  
for a buaincsB in the Ok­
anagan—a general store 
preferred. , Sec its immed­
iately.
SOM E
G O O D  B U Y S
in
REAL ESTATE
INSURANCE in all it.s branches.
Will you gyrate on the 7tli? 
Wo tiijnk BolYesI
L W. Wilkinson & Co.
REAL ESTATE INSURANCE 
BERNARD AVE.
The total value of the raw fur oror 
duction pf Canada for the season 1923- 
24 wa.s $15,643,817. This amount re-; 
presents the market value of the pelts 
of fur-bcaring animals taken in CanOida 
during the season, comprisinj^’; pelts of 
animals taken by trappers and pelts of 
ranch-bred animals, the value of tUc 
latter constituting approximately,, 
per cent, of the total, value.
May 7th, Scout HalL 
GYRO CABARET'DANCE 
Proceeds for Scout Hall Improve­
ments.
PLAY TENNIS
FOR YOUR HEALTH’S SAKE!
It will help y o u  physically, mentally 
and morally. See us for Tenms 
Supplies.
BALLS, RACKETS, NETS, 
RACKET COVERS, PRESSES. 
NETS from $5.00 to $25.00
in all the best makes.
RACKETS
Slazenger’s, Prosser’S, Davis’ and 
Kent.
TH E NEW SLAZENGER BALL 
Now In...
SPURRIER’S
S'BI.BI EB B3 13 U BI O H.ES Cl..
T h e  “ O .K . 1 ^
has been doing a whale of a 
business in TENNIS BATS 
The fact that we have sold 
more rackets than in the three 
best months last season, 
proves that wc made no mis­
take in introducing the fam­
ous PROSSER LINE ami the 
season is still youiigl! 
Prosser’s from $5.00 to $22.00 
Bussey’s from $4.50 to $18.50 
Prosser’s Official Tennis Balls 
FISHING TACKLE 
“Where the other Sportsmen 
dcaL”
T E D  B U S E
Bicycles and Sporting Goods 
Phone 347 Glenn'Block
' ,G'' * I
QUICK OATS
ICHINAWARE
: PREMIUMS D
m
Q UICK  Q U A K ER  O ATS @ 
cook in three to five m inutes q 
and m ak^ a delicious  ̂ and n 
healthful porridge. B
Large packages, each con­
taining a useful K  ^
piece of chinavi^are B
n.Hines -g 
Gordon, Ltd.
Family Qrocers Phone 30
O 19 Bl B
;''S
(^(yaranl««6
mar
The Finest
Shirts
Broadcloth woven from Egyptian yarns 
on England’s finest looms, fiitlished like 
silk and wears better than silk, in beautiful 
shades of tan, grey, blue, peach, and helio, 
also white and (colored satin stripes. Fully 
covered by the Forsyth Insurance Policy. 
With collar to match.
$ 2 .7 5  ™  $ 4 .5 0
Underwear for 
Supreme Summer 
Contort
That is a Forsyth Athletic Suit. It is de­
signed and tailored to give perfect fit with 
chest measurements and trunk n;ieasure- 
ments scientifically proportioned. Forsyth 
Famous Patented Scat Opening assures 
convenience and comfort. In durable Naiu- 
check Cloth.
.33 a  suit^ 1
G. & C. Caps
are cut from whole pieces of real cap mater^ 
ial, made up in the cleane.st Cap Factory in 
Canada, with real non-breakable visors, sol­
id leather sweat bands, a canvas band that 
gives a perfect size and kceps~ the cap in 
shape, well tailored, originally styled, ac­
curately blocked and comes in all the want­
ed cloths and a great variety of styles. W e 
ar featuring this season—Garland, Rex, Bel­
mont, M into and Linton, in all wool tweeds, 
fine Scotch tweeds, fancy brushed Donegals, 
Saxony tweeds, camel hair chinchillas, also 
cashmeres.
For Spring and Summer we are offering to our 
customers a new idea in ventilated caps—the 
“AUTOCOOL.”
TIic Autocool permits free circulation of air to the 
head, preventing overheating, baldness and head­
aches. The amount of ventilation may be control­
led by raising or lowering the front of the crown 
above the visbr. The ventilating eyelet holes arc 
invisible when not in use.
D O N ’T FO R G ET T H E  
GYRO W H IR L  & PR IN C ESS C O N TEST  
A t Scout Hall, May 7th.
T H O M A S  L A W S O N , L T D .
KELOWNA, B. C.■PHONE 215
/T'
m
